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Good Luck From The Arthway
Heres hoping you don 't have Triscadectaphobia.
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cK dree rl g Set o
Kick ff Con cert Wee ken d
Th e gym wi ll be the
scene of musical gymnastics
th i s w e e ken d w hen the
S tude n t S e n a t e in
conjunction with Fantasma
Productio s presents Bryant
Fall Weekend '72. Weeks of
hard work have gone into the
production of this event and
tonight the students will reap
the rewards when McKendree
Spring and ELF take to the
stage in what promises to be
a very fine evening of music.
TOnights schow marks the
New England Debut of Deep
Purple produced , ELF, a
hard rocking new band.
McKendree Spring, who
have been perf o rming
togt:Jther since 1968, has been
called "one of the b est
nknown gro ups in t he
world. ,. Somehow they have
mis sed out on fame and
fortune, but in the process
they have gathered a cult of
fanatical followers.
T he music tlhey play is
for the most part written by
the group, bu t i t is also
culled from the likes of Bob
Dyl an, A r lo Guthri , Neil
Yo un g , and Tom Rush,
among others ... people whos
music and talent th y
respect.
McKendree S pr i ng
doesn't fit the picture of
your averalre rock band for

•

IL

T he four members of McKendree Spring who will apear
in the Bryant Gym on F riday. October 13.

several reasons. First of all
they have no drummer. AU
the g
p 's p er ussion i
d on
011 th
rllitnrs.
McKendree Spring consists of
Fran McKendree on acoustic
guitar, Martin Slutsky on
electric guitar, Fred Holman
n b as s gui t a r an d Mike
Dr yr. ss on electric violin.
T h e oth er th ing t hat
detracts from th ir image as
rock band is t hat they look
li k a folk grou when t hey
fi t appear on stage. As soon
a s they start to play,
however, their true identity
as a rock band lips out. It
.quickly becomes apparent
t h at F r an McK e ndre e's

acoust.ic guitar is meant
strictly fo background and
percussi 0, while mos· of the
lead guitar ork is don b'
Martin SI tusky. The real
unifying force in their
instrumentation is the 'liotin
of Mike Dreyfuss. While the
guitarists provide the driving
force for the ongs, it is the
violin which em ellishes the
total s o und w ' th flowing
l i nes or b ols te r s t he
arr a n g e men t s wi th f a st
c hopping strokes. Dreyfuss
uses a ring m odulat or , an
Arpsynthe size r , a n ech o
e f f e c t, a t h eram in, and
v a ri o us o t h e r p iec e s o f
el e c t r o ni paraphernalia to

weave his muscial magic.
Fri d a y ni ght's concert
with McKendree Spring and
Ep ic R ecords hard rocking
band , ELF will be the biggest
m u sical surprise in a long
tim e . Be p repared to hear
M c K e ndr ee Spri n g
electronically blow the gym
roof off.
Providing that the gym is
r e st o red to its o rigi nal
condition by 8 o 'clock on
Saturday night--boogie and
blues fans will be on hand or
the long awaited penormace
of Canned Heat a nd
N.R.B.Q.
The weekends festivities
will conclude on Sunday
aftemoon at 2:30 with the
New England F olk Con rt.
in t he Rotunda. Appearing
i II be ao ard recording
artist Ellen Warshau , STASH,
Jim Monahan, Scott Cannon
and Brya n t' s o wn Mark
Barthel with friends.
Fer all th ose who have
been _u f fe r ing from what
they thought was a terminal
case of Brya nt C o ll e ge
stu ck- in -the-wo ods blues,
h e re ' s y o u r chance t o get
your head together.
A big crowd is expected
f or t h e wee k end so i t's
advisable to get your tickets
early .

Pell and Ghafee Slated to Debate Here Monday
United States Senator Claiborne P ll, will face
his opponent, fromer Navy Se retaxy J ohn Chafee
in a debate spon ored by the Rhode Island Press
Association. The s nator is now fighting a tough
campaign effort spearheaded by the personable
former Rhode Island Governor.

Dr . Joseph Hagan , Vice
President for Public Affairs
h as e x tended on behalf of
the Rhode Island Pre s Club
and the Rhode I land Press
Phot o graphers' A sociation
an invitation to the Bryant
Student Body to attend the
de b ate betwee n Se nato r
Claib o rne Pell and former
Navy Se c r etary Jo hn H .
Chafee on Monday vening,
October 16, at 7: 30 p .m . in
the Auditorium.
This is the first time that
the asso iation has allowed
o u tsi de r s to attend their
meetings. All visitors will be
allowe d se a ti n g after the
a ss ociation members are in
the Auditorium .
Each candidate will have
fifteen minutes to present his
stand on the issues, and each

re but ta!. Afterwards, Senator Pell
a nd M r . C haf ee will a n sw e r
questions fro m the audience .

cAULIFFE

CASE

DECIDED

Bryant College received
t oday an official copy of the
rbitnito r ' Award, dated
October I I, 1972, from
Arbitrator William J . Fallon,
in t he m a t t er of t h e
ar h i t r a tion b et w en th e
Bryan t Faculty F ederation
and Bryant College r elative
to the dischatg of Cornelius
J . McAuliffe as a member of
the facultY last fall.
Arbitrator Fallon found
that t he discharge of Mr.
McAuliffe was for just cause.
The issue tated in the
A ward was whether Mr.
M c Auliffe had been
discharged in accordance
with the collective bargaining
agreement for cause; and if
he h ad not been, what his
remedy would be.
The matLer was
p sented at hearing held in
Providence on December 7,
1 Q 7 • January 6, Februarv
25. May 17, and June 26,
1972. Final briefs were filed
on behalf ·of the Federation
and the College on August
29, 197;::..2.~_ __

31% Vote
In Senate ·
E ections
Results
ollow
Freshman
W. Harrison
T.Banning
M. French
D.Kay
D. Stump
D. Williamson
D. Halper
H. Flaum
M. Lynch
H. Pezzola
M.Gay
M. McGraath
M. Gilchrist
: J. Galligan
Sophomore
K. Katz
K. Nigro
J. Anderson
B. Pring
B. Irelaand
B. Margolin
R. Ennis
D. Goldstein
A. St eves
S. Elkin

125
123

L21
99
91

76
62
48
71
71
63
39
60
68
149
137
llS
97
86
73
71
71
63
71
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To Beer Or Not To Beer

~

Last week THE AR CHWAY brough t out t he problem of
the Dormitory Deposit. During the past week hearings have
begun on the question of interest payment. THE ARCHWAY
will r e p o r t o n t he progress or the r gression of these
hearings.
This week THE ARCHWAY has done some research on
another area of the college where students pay in and receive
less in return for their payment. On a typical night when th
Bryan t student is bored he or she has a small place where
they can go to relieve this inner frustration. The Rathskellar
is open every day from 3 p.m. until 2 a.m. This facility was
built in a small pink house at a cost of $15,000. The initial
cost was figured in the 18 million dollar construction figure
in 1969-70. THE ARCHWAY has come upon daily figures of
daily receipts of the Rathskellar. The take is about $200 and
on some good nights it brings in as much as $400. Some
quick calculations show that an average week's gross income
is about $1400. This is a lot of money.
Now let's inform the freshman about the changes in the
"Rat." When the Bryant pub opened, the beer cost 20 cents
a glass and $1.25 a pitcher. Now, the prices are 25 cents and
$1.50 respectively.
This increase, as a business education teaches us, brings
in more money. THE ARCHWAY now poses some questions
to A.R.A. and to the management of the Rat. Where is the
money going? If the school owns the Rat, let's see an income
statement. With prices as high asoutside bars, where are the
advantages? Originally, we were supposed to save money.
Has this concept been thrown by the wayside in the search
for the almight..,::.y_b_u_c_k_?....
, _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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enure Holders
Editor's Note
To All Tenure Faculty:
Yesterday 's decision o n the part of the arbitrator to
u phold the dismissal of Mr. McAuliffe can set a precedent to
all tenure faculty here at Bryant College. Gentlemen, Ladies
and frie nds, unJess you take a stand in some fa hion your
jobs are in grea t jeopardy.

THE ARCHWAY
JONATHAN H. FREDE
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ANDREW S. PATEY
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LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR
Bryant College Credibility
WBCS, Bryan t College-Cledability
Dear Editor,
Bryant C nege has a credability gap, part of that gap has ,
to do with WBCS . As you know from m y previous letters
I've talked abou t m oney, rumors politicisin g and hope. I
wrote with a som ewhat naive pen hopll1g the school would
"enl ighten me" w ith answers, hopefully straight and
wish f ully hone,st. So far the only straight answer I 've
received was a year ago when I talked with Dr. Evarts about
the radio station. I wal ked into the room 0 meet him and
when I mentioned I represented the radio station, he said ,
" N o!" the school had plan for a station then!
\
Now the answer has changed and the administration is
playing dirty pool. When t hey ask us a question and it takes
us 24 hours to get an answer we are accused of delaying.
We've produced instantaniously every time for the school
from membership lists to accurate budgets. The school has
failed us every time! The school was fooled by two
pretenders who ran a non-existent radio factory last year-owe.
had to tell the school of their mistake, we had to I10und it
into their heads? until they agreed! This summer a week
after school closed in May, a radio contractor (he's set up
small colleges) was going W be contacted to set up our
station for this fall--the school forgot! They left him hanging
until I contacted him this week. This fall the school has told
us they have been trying to contact another radio engineer to
get back our club information he has--for one month!
Mean while the school has talked with him on the FCC
application not more than a week ago you can see my case.
Why am I raising my voi e? I hope it hasn't t aken two
wee ks to fill out the FCC application, hopefully by now it is
in \ ·ashington . I read a du Jicate application which say th at
t he schools application has to be signed legally by
"responsible persons" as to Bryants Financial stability and
its obligation to ward building the station 90 days after
receiving a confirmed FCC reply. This means the school will
support the station come hell or high water under FCC
control only!
Who did the school lie to? Me or the FCC? Its not
whether they lied to whom but that somewhere, som one is
lieing thro ugh his teeth, till they rot with the foul efflu nt of
the mis c o n c e p t i o ns being spread , Why do I ne d thi
information ? The stati on members have to take test s t o get
on t he air-long ones. W have to prac tice to becom e a more
professional group. We don't want to be aocused as we have
in the past. We have t o have comparisons to go on for
realistic figures and needs of the station . I am having that
done now, the school didn 't ask me, they can't think that far
ahead.
The school is sabotaging the students efforts to get a
station. Is the school worried aobut it's image? Once the
FCC starts legal action ag ai nst the school for
mis-representation there won't be an image to worry about .
Why is the school resorting to all the cheap shots and
under the belt fighting? What is this school afraid of?
I've received a voluntary sampling of opinions in this
school. The station handling by the school, the students
think it is disgusting, the faculty think it is disgusting and I
agree.
If the substance that backs up my letter is the same
substance that backs up my diploma, I'm worried.
BRYANT COLLEGE GROW UP!
Stephen Boulter
WBCS

Dutiful RAs
Dear Editor:
What exactly is the purpose of a RA? It seem s he 's just a
leech sucking up free room and board.
It takes him four weeks to find the pass key. He doesn't
seem to have the time to worry about the dorm but rather
has to worry about his four other jobs.
We've tried to get our RA to turn down the heat, but we
were sent away. It SUl'e is great for the health.
You're doing a great job: why don't you take care of
your responsibilities.

e ,4
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Faculity Members
Endorse McGovern

The Coffeehouse
Gets Away From It All

•

If you're looking f or an
scap e from the hassles of
,college life, th e Cou ntry
Comfort Coffeeh ouse is
where it's at. Located behind
the dorms, Country Comfort
is a place where you can go
and unwind. It's a place to
relax. meet friends, take in

open. From the words to a
s on g b y E lton J oh n, the
name Coun try Comfor t was
ch ose n . Since Ap ril, the
coffeehouse ha pr vided
some good, live, weekend
en tertainmen t.
The students who run
th e coffeehouse, Wayne

,

.

There is something going on inside for everyone.

-

some country living, and get
away from all the steel, glass,
a nd brick typical of the
Bryant Campus. 'It's a place
where you can go on
w eeke nds at a very cheap
price and really hear some
great en tertainment. Country
Com fort is a renovated barn
wh ich evokes a sense of
simplistic rur al life in its
decor .
The coif ehouse began
thr ee years ago as an
experiment by a group of
Bryant students in the
commuter lounge of the old
ca mpus. Proven successful,
the students decided to bring
their idea to the new campus
and make it even better than
before. For their new home,
the group decided on an old
grange on campus property.
One of the students, Cliff
Wallech, write to the Bryant
Building Commission and
asked for permission to use
the old barn for the
coffeehouse. Permission was
granted and renovations were
begun with the College doing
the major repairs while
studen t volunteers did the
rest. By April, 1972, the
coffeehouse was ready to

in vo lv em ent in o ur
o peration, for our present
staff is too small to be able
to carry out all these plans
and really make "things
successful." The coffee house
belongs to the students of
Bryant and only they can
make it a uccess. Cliff
Wallech also added that the
coffeehouse is for all and
that any campus organization
or club is welcome to use it.
Students wishing to help run
the coffeehouse are asked to
c ontact eit h er Way ne or
Cliff . The coffeehouse is al 0
looking for entertainers and
musicians. Wayne Shink can
be contacted either in Dorm
1 or by calling 231-4478.
Cliff Wallech can be
contacted by calling
231-1364.
The coffeehouse really
has some good entertainment
lined up for October. Rick
Drost, a local folksinger, will
appear on October 20.
Scheduled for October 21 is
a rock group form North
Providence called Little Big

Dear Editor,
We want to all attention to the significance of the
November 7 e1 ction for the futur course of ducation in
th is country . To us, on its educational record alone t.he
p resent Administrat ion obtains little credibility. President
Nixon has shown a consistent lack of interest in the
advancement of education in the unprecedented betoing of
three educational bills. He holds the dubious distinction of
being the only President in U.S. history to have vetoed
significant education bills. In addition, he has shown
arrogance in vet ing the Child Care Bill, and he has inflamed
racial feelings in his busing poliCies and social welfare
proposals. Finally. he has finan ed federal aid to education
with a tax program that overburdens the many and gives
preferential treatment to the few.
H ow ever, w e h ave the opportunity of choice. be
promise is still available to us as concerned individuals to see
that Senator George McGovern is elected as Pr sident. A
former t acher himself, Senator McGovern has shown in his
past record and d and in bis announced programs that he will
p ro mote jus t those pu rpos es nd object iv s that are
important to us. We agree with Senat or McGovern when he
says, " The time has come to stop spending m oney killing
children in Asia, and start spending it to teach children here
in America."
~ Believing that the McGovern-Shriver ticket offers the
redirection that our times require, weare compelled to urge
support for the election of Senator McGovern for President.
Signed,
Janice White
Mary P. Lyons
Samuel H. Ramsay, Jr.
Elizabeth Palter
William B. Sweeney, Jr.
Robert Wall
Joseph IUacqua
John Hannon
Dennis Nordin
Mickey Perlow
Eugene A. Matteodo
Hilliard Beller
Phyllis A. Schumacher
John F. Jolley
Fred Clark
James P. Ingraham
Janet Monahan
James R. Estey
Harvey Zimmerman
Joan F. Marsella
Fareed EINaggar
Albert J. McAloon
Patrick J. Keeley
Anthony G . Porreca '
Paul E. Gauthier
Steven A. Cobb
Vera P. Kr iger

by United Press International

What's going on here Ma?
Shink and Cliff Wallech,
,hope to eventually have the
coffeehouse open every day
for as long as possible. Plans
are now in progress to get
entertainment every weekend
both in the form of musical
groups and many other
specialties. Plans are also
being made to have a feature
group and big party once
every month. "But this can't
be done," said Cliff Wallech,
" wi thout more student

Hom. On October 27, blues
singer Gil Hager will perform.
The m 0 nth w i I I b e
highlighted by a Hallowe'en
Mas que r a d ePa r t yon
October 31.
Everyone is invited to
attend these events. Daily
admission to the coffeehouse
is only 25 cents. Coffee and
other beverages are 10 cents.
Come to the coffeehouse. It's
an inexpensive way to have a
really great time.

Today is Friday, October 13th, the 287th day of 1972
with 79 to follow.
The moon is approaching its first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus, Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this date are under the sign of Libra.
Spanish King Ferdinand the Seventh was born October 13,
1784.
For draft eligibles the lottery number is 236.
ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY:
In 1775, the Continental Congress ordered construction
of a naval fleet, thus originating the U-S Navy.
In 1937, Germany promised Britain and France it would
not violate the neutrality of Belgium, a promise later broken.
In 1943, Italy declared war on her former Axis partner,
Germany.
In 1970, Canada and Communist China established
<:4plomatic relations. UPI 10-13

.
RESIlLTS OF
THE STRA tv BALLOT PREFERENCE POLL'
.George McGovern 59%
Claiborne PeD
Philip Noel

63%

Richard Nixon 39%

olher

2%

WE ARE PLANNING ON RERUNNING THI
THE WEEK PRIOR TO THE ELECTION~

PLEASE HELP US GET AN ACCURATE

John Chalee

3701
10

57%% Herbert DeSimone 42Y2%

DoYOl1"favor Th~ .l~gaHzatiOfl Of ,Marijuana?
Do You Favor Abortions For' Thosa O~iri ng.Th~ml

CRaSS SECTION OF THE COLLEGE
COMMUNITY: :. TAKE THE TIME AND
R ESPOND.
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SAMMY's CORNER
Dear Mr. Knox :
I am going to graduate from college this year. Upon
graduation I will receive a trust fund which I would like to
invest wisely. Can you tell me how and where do I start? My
main intention is to make money with the least risk.
Thank you,
S.P.C.

Low Poll tion ar
Debuts
At Warwick Mall
A propane -powered
racing car which may
forecast the family
automobile of the future will
highlight the Cleaner Air
Week exhibit sponsored by
the Rhode Isl a nd
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association at the
Warwi ck Mall Monday and
Tuesday, October 16 and 17.

No Peace
Prize

Mr. Adelberg, an
account executive at WPRO
Radio, has used his racer to
promote the station's
summer environmental
campaign. He also exhibited
it in the recent Pawtucket
Fire Prevention parade, and
similar civic events which
direct attention toward
environmental needs and
shortcomings. He is one of a
f a mily team dedicated to'
environmental clean-up. His
wife Janet, who teaches
biology at C o ventry High
School, makes it a point to
push pollution problems and
their solutions in her course
curriculum.

Dear S.P.C.:
Yours is the kind of problem I'm sure most of us here at
Bryant wish we had ! And there's no short and easy answer to
it.
Here are just a few pointers:
1. While you are here at Bryant, take advantage of the
courses the college offers in Investments and Corporate
Harvey M. Adelberg of
Finance. If you can spare the time, join the Bryant College 630 Oaklawn Avenue,
Investment Club, a group dedicated to improving their skills Cranston, owner of the
and techniques in buying and selling stocks with a view to converted 1968 Camaro, will
long-term capital gains.
be on hand both evenings to
2. There is an ideal portfolio for every investor; but explain the car's effectiveness
before you can design yours, you must set your own in reducing air pollution, its
priorities. From your letter I gather they're in this order:
relative economy, and
Growth of principal (high)
simplicity of conversion from
Safety of principal (high)
gasoline power.
A member of the
Income (low)
Audubon Society of Rhode
Remem ber that growth of principal and safety of
A c o n f i r m e d Island , ~1 . Ad Ib e r g is
principal are directly opposed to each other. The more you environmentalist, Mr.
convin d that oneern for
crave of one, the more you have to give up the other; so my
Adelberg combined his air pollution' growing, and
advice is to limit yourself--certainly for starters--to .
concern for clean air with his that pr o p an e-powered cars
co mpanies of unimpeachable quality, blue chips, if you
hobby of car racing in may help reduce its prin iple
please, selling at moderate prices relative to the prospective
bringing the car to its present source, the automobile. He
earnings of the companies.
form . Because it is the only poin ted out that there are
3. Maintain substan tial reserves--one-third to one-fourth
one of its kind on the East no w som e 250,000 in use
of your fun ds--to ensure that you can take advantage of
Coast, his racing is presently throughou t the coun try,
st ock market breaks. These reserves should be invested in
confined to drag strip most owned by industrial
short maturity bonds or be in the savings bank. If you
exhibitions. His best-elapsed fleet operators and the
commit all your funds to common stocks, you'll have no
time for the quarter-mile General Services
defense against a bad market; so be prepared for the worst.
distance is 12.8 seconds, and Administration of the U.S.
4. S u bscribe to one or more of the more reputable
he wins more often than he Government.
financ ial se rv ic s su c h as Standard and Poor's "The
loses.
Outloo k," The United Business Service, or the Value Line.
You might even, being young and ambitious, subscribe to
W. Ellerbe Ackerman,
In tallat ion of a specially
"America's F astest Growing Com panies," a service oriented
Jr
•
progr m consultant for
• in g I ·
r I
toward aggressive growth companies--although om panie of d . e I 0
he
s p ons o r i ng TB- R D
t
this nature carry a considerably higher degree of risk than do carburetor makes possible Association urged the public
the use of propane, which in
the more seasoned companies usually recommended by the
turn reduces emissions from to inspect the car, which
first three services mentioned.
already meets the
5. Secure a good broker and explain your investment 75 to 90 percent below those Environmen tal Protection
obje ctives to him . Listen to him, but make your own from gas-powered cars. Mr. Agency's 1974 emissions
decisions after you have studied his recommendations Adelberg describes the power standards. He voiced
unit as a 350-cubic-inch
carefully.
engine
built by R . T . gratitude to the Warwick
6. And last, but not least, keep your nerve and don't
Mall Manager, Jackson W.
chicken out. The day your emotions start ruling your mind is Automotive Engineering Byer, for continuing support
the day to tum the problem over to someone else, either an Company of Concord, N.H. o f t h e Association's
investment adviser or a no-load, mutual fund, or to put it all The adaptive work was done environmental projects. The
by Petrolane, · lnc . of
in a savings bank and forget it.
Mall was the scene of the
Coventry.
Christmas Seal-Atlantic
Signed,
Richfield free auto emissions
Sam Knox.
Enthusiastic about the testing last spring and the
Editor's Note
Mr .. Knox is very interested in receiving questions car's economy, Mr. Adelberg preceding autumn .
concernmg the stock market and investing in general. Send said that its fuel
consumption rate is ..- - - -- ---all questions to the ARCHWAY, Box 29.
comparable with that for
gasoline. Both spark plugs
FRANKLT SPEAKING
and oil last three to four
times longer than the owner
of a conventional car can
expect, so maintenance
savings make up for the ."
conversion investment. A
o
further saving could be
realized by elimination of the
gas tax when propane fuel is
used, a legislative change
already effected in
California.

by United Press International

The Nobel Peace Prize
Committee says it has
decided against selecting any
winner this year and the
$100,000 prize will be held
off until 1973.
The winner last year was
West German Chancellor
Willy Brandt.
No reason was given for
the decision to withhold this
year's Peace Prize, but it is
not unusual.
T he other five Nobel
Prizes--those for Medicine,
Chemistry, Physics,
L i t e r a t u r e , and
Economy--will be announced
in Stockholm next month.

77 Busted
For Running
Connecticut

Toll
A state police crackdown
on Connecticu t Turnpike toll
evaders snared 77 motorists
over the weekend at the West
Hav e n ,
t r atf ord , and
Green wich toll stations, the
o n n e cticu t Transportation
D ep a r t ment rep or t e d
yes terday.
A
p a r t m
nt
spoke s man s aid t he
cra c kdown would b e
expanded to all stations on
the turnpike, particularly at
peak travel hours. The price
of evading the 25-cent toll is
a ten-dollar fine.
A similar surveillance
was ordered last year after
Governor Thomas J. Meskill
called for an investigation of
toll operations and security.
A state auditor's report
released yesterday crit icized
turnpike toll security and
recommended more police
surveillance at the stations.

i¥ Phil Frank

. ....

Bf 1J.fC VICf; faUAJ)
R g P.M. FRIDAV ~IGHT RAfOl

The p r i m a r y
disadvantage at present is the
relative scarcity of propane
fuel and the service stations
where it is sold. He pointed
o u t, however, than an
au tomo bil e c a n be fitted
with two 19-9allon tanks for
propane, which will give it a
range of close to 400 miles,
again comparable with
today's conventional family
car.

Christmas creations a la Black Forest, handmade ill Hawaii from
original, three·dimensiona l designs to delight
collector. For treasured gifts, choose from ove r 200
items, eac~ hand-p a inted in gay Christmas co19rs.
O"r catalog se nt 0" request
$1 .00 Deposit· Refu n d abie

ORDERS AI RMAILED WITHIN .;s HO URS OF RE CEIPT
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New England

IGHT

Theater
Conference

My Phllosopby

On What A Child Is

•

? ."Il'1$tructions:
... Oee. nicke.l,dime
or q,uarl:.er.. .
c:>eposit coin ...
Pt'ess 'ORINK
SELECTOR button.
10¢ " ..-::::..,,-,.

Registration fee for the
en tire wee kend (including
the Trinity performance) is
$3.00 for members and
$5.00 for non-members. For
further information, you
may call RIC at 831-6600,.
Extension 27l.

Oks!:! ...
I'll give
it. a
trg.

Topping off the whole
weekend, Trinity Square
R epertor y Company i
condu c ti n g a tour of the
newly-renovated Majestic
Theatre in dc;>wntown
Providence on Sunday
morning.

... And at notime
do we humans
explicitl !:!
promise
paSSivity.

We\l~r

Where~

mg

damned
cola?

A
Boy
Learns

\

•

NEED HELP?
Adoption Services, Pregnancy T esting, Etc ....

CALL:

70LL F~EE j OO-jlJ -J't30
National FamilY Planning
Council, Ltd .

10 Top Albums
1. CHICAGO F IVE--Chicago
2. CARN EY-Leo n R u~ell
3. NE VER A DULL MOM ENT--Rod St uart
4. HONKY CHATEAU--Elton John
5. BIG BAMBU--Cheech and Chong
6. ST JPERFL Y-- urtis Mayfield-Sound track
7 . DAYS OF FUTUR E P AS SED~-M ood y Blues
8. SEVEN SEPARATE FOOLS--Thr e Dog Night
9. LONDON SESSION··Chuck Berry
10. MOODS--Neil Diamond

By EDWARD JULIUS

ACROSS
1. Ea rly Explorer
5. Group of Eight
10. American Inventor
14. Ceylon Aborigine
15. Baron
16. Wall Part
17. Help
lB. Large Crowd
19. French River
20. Educators
22. Natural Ability
24. Rabbit
25. Lounge About
26. Vacillates
29. Abhorred
33. Watc hf ul
34. Opera Si nger
~5 . Col umn Part. Var
)6 . Girl 's Nickname
)7 . Path
38 . Dog's Name
39. Comparative Word
40 . Vandals
41. Speak
42 . Place of Employment
44. Theate r Employe es

45 . Bumpkin

46 .
47.
50.
54.
55.
57.
5B.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

T

e Si de
~u i C kly

_~9 "t ens

~ight B eeing Trip
_ _ Frome
Small Quantity
Military Branch
_ _ Reich
Historic Ship
Style
Miss Berger
Growl

DOWN

~French Stat e

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
21.
23 .
25.
26 .
27.
28.

29 .
30 .
31.

32.

34 .

) 1.

41.
4; .
44 .

46 .
47 .
4B.
49.
50.
51.
52 .
53.
56.

Ceremonial Gar ment
No t i on
Sa l i nger Novel
Additional Ones
Task
Sailors
Finish
Abstinence from Drink
Tennyson 'l iork
Flower Container
East of _ _
Kind
~ ovie Cowboy
Beer
Overa lls
Los Angeles Dis t r ict
Hawaii an G ree t i n~
Corrupt
Gi r l's Name
Hackneyed
Seni or
Hous e Essentials
I ne briat ed
Gr owths of Hushes
Drug Take r
I t al i an Pronoun
Af r i can Country
Sepa rat ed
Phot ocopy
Conse rva t i ve
Cut of Bee f
Le g Part
Next to 49-Down
Active Volcano
German State
Article

BRYANT'S FIRST
COUNSELING SESSIONS

I once knew a boy who
was a virgin from sins. He
radiated joy and happiness to
F or Freshman and students who want to know abou t
those who surrounded him.
opportunities, selection of major, liberal arts electiv s ,
career
He brought contentment to
curriculum
selection , and more.
those who he sowed concern
Students
who want help in planning their college
for. He knew not how to
progr
a
m
can
obtain personalized help in this series of
harm another individual.
counseling sessions. Here is your chance to talk over career
When I ' would speak to him
of my minds troubles, he opportunities with the people who know. Find out about the
would tell me how easy it job s t hat wills u i t you best and which offer the best
was to be untroubled, and I potential. Learn about the electives that fit in with your
would be. He showed me personal goals and can broaden your horizons.
Just check the list below. Pick out the topics that
how my troubles were as
interest
you most, or better yet come to all the sessions and
trou blesome as I wanted
get
the
full
picture.
them to be, and no more.
SESSlON
Seeing this, I dealt with them DATEDAY
Economics
and t h e y w e re no longer Oct. 17Monday
Social Sciences
there. The radiance that was Oct. 14T uesday
Law
En forc m nt
Oct.
18Wednesday
his was transformed to me,
Secretarial & Offic e Education
and w e glowed together. Oct. 1 9T hursday
Edu-ation
.T he n he was gone. A full Oct. 24Wednesday
9Th
ursday
Nov.
year passed between us till I
saw him again . I saw him and Oct. 31Tue day
he glowed not. I spoke to Nov. 2Thursday
h im and he smiled not. I Nov. 6Monday
would say a joke and hi Nov. 8Wednesday
t e th would flash, ' but he Nov. 9Thursday
would not smile. His joy and Nov. 13Monday
contentment were gone. He Oct. 16Tuesday
Transportation
had been to war and was a Nov. 26Tuesday
Times
and
places
of
meetings
will
be
announced
on th
virgin no longer.
boards
and
in
the
ARCHWAY.
faculty
bulletin
Peter Klein

r---- ---------------------.I
PREGNANT?

2

The New England
Theatre Conference
(N. E.T.C.) is offering three
day of workshops, lectures,
e r f orm an c es, a n d s ocial
'event s on Friday, Saturday .
and Sunday of this week. All
activities will be held at RIC
in Providence.

By J o Anne Goldstein
A child is God's gift t o the world. When a child is first
born, he is given the world at his feet . It is at this poin t that
he will decide if the world is going to rule him or if he is
going to rule the world.
A child is a man in a small form , yet he is "the best copy
of Adam before he tasted of Eve or the apple." He is happy
and makes others happy in the part he plays in his life and
On t h i s , th e ir 2 1st
the lives of others. The worle he is in m olds his chara ter_ He
is a part of nature that is untouched in the beginning; but as Annual Convention, " Trinity
tim e goes on he becomes soiled as other wonders of nature Square" will present a special
do . At first, " His soul is yet a white paper u nscribbled with performance of "School for
observations of the world, wherewith, at length, it becomes a Wives" on Saturday , October
blurred notebook." He is content with the world, for he 14, at 8 :00 p.m . Tickets for
knows no evil nor has he been faced with any misery. He is this performance only cost
aff ctionate to all because he has not yet been taught to $3.00 for adults and $2.00
hate. He enjoys life for what it is and not for what it could for students. Other
be . He expresses himself in the only way he knows how, by attractions scheduled for the
talking; yet while he tries to express himself, he becomes program are demonstrations
frustrated due to the limitation of his vocabulary. The start by The Looking Glass
of his life is a s·o u rce of old memories for others, which he Theatre, Pocket Mine Circus
of Boston, and Fisherman's
allows to be a part of theirs once again.
So many people look at a child and wish they could have Players of Cape Cod. Also
his pureness and simplicity of life once again. If one could slated for the weekend are
only stop his life at the child stage, he would have eternity performances of new one-act
I plays by The Proposition, of ,
forever.
Boston fame.

gorl'

Crossword Puzzle
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Herb DeSimone To
Meet Bryant Students

Herb DeSimone talks to Rh
HERB DeS I MONE,
Republican can didate for
Go vern r of Rhode Island,
will be speaking at Bryant
College on Tuesday , Octo ber
17, from ten to el ven a.m.
in Room 386. He will t hen
go on a walking tour of the
Ro tu nd a a n d din ing ar as
from eleven to eleven-thirty
a.m.
He will give his views on
the "open government"
policy which is one of his

I

I

From ·A bove
by THE nROL
THE PRINCE (REVISITED)

I

Once upon a time deep.in the forest, there was a small principality that had no prince, that is it did not have the kind of
Prince that the people thought it had.
The people were not dwnb, but they could not see very far in
front of themselves. They were a timid lot. Always afraid to
speak out against the Prince because they like him and besides
the Prince always u~ed to call the country " one big, happy
family" and after all, a family is a family.
Very often the Prince wold walk through the town and talk to
his "subjects" just like a commoner. He did not always wear his
crown and royal robes and there was always a big friendly smile
on his face that went from ear to ear. He used to take part in
many of the activities of the people : their parties, feasts, sports
~"'o:-tl events, weekends, beer festivals, and the like and that is why the
people loved him so much. He s eemed to be one of the boys, a
neighbor, a really regular Joe.
The people knew the Prince very wen. but they did not know
anything about the government of their beloved country. That
de Island College udents.
was one thing the Prince would never discuss. Not that the people
primary campaIgn IS ues. He were terribly interested, it was just that no one knew anything
will also talk abo ut the job and even the members of the royal court, who were also well
situation, which is of concern known to the people, would say anything about the interworkings
of the government .
to each studen t of Bryant
T hen one year the P rince built himself a big new palace. And to
College on the basi of the pay for his new palace the Prince raised the taxes by more than
e conomy being able to us 20% . Well, needless to say, the people were not pleased. But no
the f aci liti es of t h e one really spoke out against the new taxes and it started them
government in order t o
wondering about where all the new tax money was going and
bet ter prepared for th e where the old taxes (which were high, but bearable) had gone.
Well, as time went bn, the people bacame more and more
future .
discontented.
They began to question the P rince and his royal
Other issues will also be
court
and
when
they did not get the answers, they beca me very
di scussed. There will be a
angry. They tried and tried to find out how the government was
question-and-answer time for
managed. They formed a Representative Committee in the
the students.
hopes that a smaller nwnber could apply more pressure on the
Prince. They tried to get the answers from the Prince's advisors.
But alas, the Prince proved to be too powerful and too sly. He
had control of everything. The people no longer loved him as a
and Social Council for the brother. They became very alienated and in fact, learned to hate
principle of the free flow of the Prince and his new Monolithic Palace. They lost all
I' nform a tion and ideas to patriotism and wandered around the countryside in bewilderment. They did their work. but that was all. They were a
which the U.S. Government conquered people. Conquered from within, betrayed by a friend,
a t t a c h est h e g r e a t est and duped into a serfdom existence.
importance. The Soviet Draft
And that little country still exists today som ewhere out in the
Conven tion i s eq u a lly forests. Very few people evergothereand most that donever
unacceptable on the same return. But the few that have returned say that the country is
grounds."
barren and the people are unhappy. They ten of the great wealth
Soviet Foreigl' Minister of the Prince and the bad living conditions ofthe people. They ten
Andrei Gromy 0 0 August ofaoncehappy,prosperouscountryruledbyabenevolentPrince
8 t h c a lled on the U.N . andhowithasbecomeasad,unproductivecountryruledbythe
stiff hand of a dictator.
Gen e ral Assembly to
c on sider a Soviet Draft
Convention which would bar Conference. But it is on the detail e d set of questions
orbi ting satellite s from agenda for th e UNESCO which in our view have been
beaming television broadcasts Biennial Session O ctober inadequately studied, or not
to homes.
17th. "
studied at all."
Specifically regarding the
UNESCO prop o sal , K ing
He said, " The United
Stanton made his charges
said, " thedraftdeclarationis Stat esis seekingtopostpone in a s p e ech in Memphis,
still at a procedural stage an( c o n sid era t i 0 11 0 f the Ten n e ss e e , a t 5 0 t h
has not yet been considered declaration on grounds that Anniversary ceremonies for
by th e UNESCO General it is premature. We have a radio station -

U.N. Taps Outer Space
(W ASHINGTO N )--The
S t at e De par t men t h as
"
" .
expre se d serIOUS concern
about a United Nations draft
d e c I a rat ion and a
S o vi et-proposed convention
wh i c h wou l d proh i bit·
television broadcasts directly
in to homes from orbiting
sat ellites.
Spokesman JohnF.King
explained the Department's
position following charges by
Dr . Fr a n k Stanton , Vice
Chairman of the Columbia
Broadcasting System , that
th e United States w as
acceding t o an international
campaign to censor satellite
television broadcasts.
" We have s erious
con em, " King said, " about
the draft declaration of the
n it ed Nations Economic

...----------------------.... ---;....---------------------1
MEET

Veteran's Club Meeting

Republican Candidate
for
Governor of Rhode Island

Monday., October 16

Herb DeSimone

3:00 p.m. Room 260

Room 386 10 - 11a.m.

Walking Tour:
Rotunda & Dining Area
Br'lant College
outh or ::tJeSimone

This is
contest.
It s our way of
you to think about
and the kind of person
want to be. We assume
have some ideas about
fu ure and a no tion
that thing called success. 0
co u rse. success means
different things to different
p eople. To some it's m oney.
For others , uccess means
a tu , o r f r i end s . or
on tenrment wit the world
around them . All the same,
we feel that the career you
pursue will be a vital factor
in life 's equation for success.
Work at a
~ job that you
don 't like (or
you're no t good at ) an
you'll draw a picture li
this. But enter a field
gives full rang e to you
abilities, that challenges and
s timulat es you daily, and
you'll be able
t o draw a
pictur e like
this.
It all depends on you.
Wedon 't sayourfi Id ·
for everyone . Those
hav e t h e p ers onality
tal e nt find Ma rketi n
exci t ing and f inanciail
rewarding. Others. of
realize it 's not their u p
tea. But it's worth I
into! Ald we think we can
be honest with the advic w
give y ou , both about job
p r o spects in .Marketing and
your particular suitability for
the field . So come in and
visit with us.

Careers
In
Marketing
Faculty Dining Room
: Tuesday. October 31
me : 3:15
Refreshments served
We'd Like To Talk To You ...
About You.
Bryant College
Accounting Association will
h old a meeting on October
16 at 3 : 00 p.m. in Room
247. All accounting majors
are invited to attend.

Tuesday, October 17 ·

11 -11:30a.m.

FILL IN
THE
PICTURE

Democratic representative to discuss
proposed veteran benefits.

em bers of the Law
will be available
in Room C-353 on Monday
afternoon between 2 p.m.
and 4 p.m . for
pre-regis tration counseling.
Free refreshments.

I
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Coping With Stress

This Week Under The Capital Dome

Part II

by United Press International

Albert J. M~Aloon
Psychology Department
Last week we promised
to discuss the when and why
of using specialists in coping
with stress. The shift within
one generation from reliance
on the general practitioner to
the specialist connotes a deep
ch ange in the sociology of
A merican medicine (family
d'octor) to one based on
Is c i entific principles of
re se ar ch and practice.
Be moaning the loss of the
family doctor is an exercise
in nostalgia ; his little black
b a g n d bed side manner
an n ot co mpare wit h the
e xp e r t i se of a t e a m of
doctors and array of medical
t e c h n iques in a c linic or
hospital sett ing.

inducing st!ess is the personal
question, .f do people like
me?" We may not be able to
test this. with lab rigor, but
some tests havf! been devised
to help us better understand
ourselves. Try the following
to help Y9u answer the
question "do people like
me?"

Washington news and
analysis ... in deoth from the
nation's capital by George
Marder of United Press
International.

McGovern policies. That is
why President Nixon will not
agree to end U-S military
support of Saigon. And that
is exactly why McGovern
commits himself to do just
that.
In other words,
McGovern is willing to take
the risk of having the Saigon
go vernment collapse the
mom en t the Vni ted Stat~s
withdraws, if it is unable to
stand on its own politically
and militarily after being
supported for ten years with
U-S military aid.
The risks Pr esi dent
Nixon and McGovern would
b e w illin g or unwilling to
u n d elta k e re garding t h e
Saigon government refl ct a
basic lash on· how they look
at the war.
Mc Govern now believes
it was wrong to go in, and
' that the United States must
get out before it is hurt any
more.
President Nixon, through
e ver yth i ng he has said ,
indicates a belief that it is a
just war and that the United
States must get what he calls
an honorable settlement for
S igon as well as the U-S
before it withdraws.
If th e P residen t didn't
t hink it was right for the
Unit d Stat s t o get involved
in the War, he would have
been able to withdraw the
day a fte r he be c a me
Pr e siden t --as M G ov e r n
promises to.
In ot h e r w ords, the
present policies are not made
in a present day vacuum; but
on a basic approach to how
the War started in Vietnam
and whether the United
States should be there at all.

Getting away from
rhetoric, there are three
major differences between
the Nixon and McGovern
policies on Vietnam.
One major difference is
on the support of the Saigon
government of President
President Nixon is
Check Yes if on the Thieu.
un
willing
to set the Thieu
whole you can agree with the
government
adrift to sink or
statement. Check No if you
swim
on
its
own once the
are inclined to disagree. Try
United
States
gets out. He
to answer every question:
insists that before the United
In order to be liked,
States gets ou t, Hanoi m ust
1. A person should keep agree to a cease-fire and stop
i n mind that alma t every tr y ing to t a ke over the
minute of the day he is under S aigon gover nmen t b y
s r utiny by someone else. f or c e... 0 r make some
Ye ~ Nop o litical arrangement which
A sci e n tific a tt i tu de
2 . A p erson should be would give th Thieu regime
diffe r s from so- all e d
independent enough to tal k a chance to survive.
comm n sens in a variety of
to friends about a pet
S en a t o r M eG 0 v ern
freely
ways. Common sense, at one
interest or hobby whether or would say the U-S has helped
time,. told us that throwing
n ot t h e y s h ar e his the Saigon governmen t much
salt ov r our left shoulder
enthusiasm . Yes-'No m 0 ret han it deserves
w 0 u ld b r ing good l u ck ;
3. It is wisest to preserve h e I pin g b u i 1 d u p ~
science tells us that it is a (1 )
dignity even though strongly o ne-million-man S ou th
waste of salt, ( 2) a reinforcer
tempt ed otherwise. Y g _ _ V i et na m ese A r my fro m
of supe r s t ition. S ience is
Nonothing.
systematic i omm on sense is
4. Wh en othels make
M Go vern would stop
ran du m, bas ed mostly on
mistakes
in
conversations
it
is
further
military help to
f eelings and uncontrolled
wise to correct them. Y s - Pre iden t Thieu the ady
experim ents. Y ar ago (and
NoMcGovern was inaugurated.
not so long ago that orne
5. W h e n we me e t He wo uld have the nited
r e ad r s will n ot recall it
strangers we should be witty States stop all U-S military
lJ1 an y pe ople believed that
and charming 0 impress action in Indochina, and
sickness was punishment for
. them. Yes - N 0 leave Saigon to fight on with
s in . May be not in the
6.
At
an
introduction
if
w h at it has, if the war
i mmediate family ( but
we
do
not
catch
a
name
we
continue
s . If Saigon can
maybe yes if all things were
should
request
it
be
repeated.
survive,
so
be it ... if it can 't,
known) though it could
Yes- Noso be it too . That is the
ha ppen as a result of an
7. We should never allow McGovern position.
a nc e sto r's si n fulness, or
ourselves
to be made the butt
The assumption has been
pu s hing it back to the
of a joke. Yes- Nothat once the United States
ultimate--original sin. It was a
8 . When talking with a wit?draws ~uppo~t from the
belief with no certification,
clever conversationalist we Thleu regIme It probably
so to spea k . Internal
Another basic
should make an honest L' Would cdlapse, either from
onsistency is not a hallmark
attempt to be equally clever ' within or without.
.
. disagreemen t involves the
of common sense; feelings
in repartee. Yes-.NoThat assumptIOn IS prisoners of war. President
are p a ramount. When we
9. A person should be behind both the Nixon and Nix_on insists that Hanoi
seek health we cannot afford
careful to reflect the mood
to ' pl a ce ourselves in the
of the company he is in.
hands of faith healers
1971 VOLKSWAGON 411
Yes-10 . A person
wh et her they be
4dr. sedan
should help a friend in need
aut o m:Hic rransm issio n
o ld- fash ioned medicine men
LOW, LOW MILAGE
since there may be a time
o r mod e rn p e n t ecostals .
$2450 .00
w hen he can help you.
Y our modem doctor under
YesNo age 40 has a fine appreciation
ll. It does not pay to do
of the whole man despite
1970 VOLKSWAGON BUG
f a vors since, after all, h ow
Cl u(o matic D'ansmission
s p ec iali z ation; his training
r.ldio
many pe o p l e re a lly
sees to that. If he alls u pon
rear window defro.le,
appr e"ia te them? Yes $21 95.00
his colleagues it is for your
Noprotec t i on ; he is honest
12. It is better to have
enough to admit that he does
1969 R AULT MODEL 10
thers depend on you than
no t k n ow all the answers.
4dr.-4 cylinder
4 speed
you d pend on them . YesUnlike the old family doctor
radi.o
NoS995.00
w h o had to be selective in
13. A real friend m akes
diagnosis our modem doctor
an effort to help th ose wh o
ca n not afford to simply
guess. He has colleagues and , are objects of his frien dship.
1971 CAPRl
1968 MU TANG- O BRA JET
Yes - N o 2 dr.
mac h i ne s to verify his
4 speed
4 .peed
429 engine
H . At a party , a person
gypothesis. He must rule out
ONE WN R- LOW MIL
E
$ 1195 .00
S2195.00
who has previously heard a
bi a ses; not an easy task if
joke sho u ld stop another
working alon g but definitely
YT.po wants to tell it. Yesmore possible when one is
No!)I la Le" .tomB Join' 10
fo rc e d to compare notes.
1 5. A person should not
Personal p redictions must be
forcefully defend his beliefs
m i n imized , a desirable goal
for any scientific venture ; each time someone happens
to express a contrary
and one absolutely required
viewpoint.
for good health care.
Open your mind to new
ideas and experien es. Stress
One of the most

agree beforehand to release
all American prisoners before
the U nited States ends its
participation in the War.
M c Govern takes the
posi tion that that becomes
an impossibility because a
war settlement is attached to
other conditi ons --safeguards
for the Th ieu governm ent
through a cease -fi r e or
through a politi ca l
arrangement.
McGovern 's argument is
that the end of Un i t ed
States' participation in the
War will bring the release of
th e A mer i c a n prison ers
b eca u s e ther e w ill be no
r ea s o n to hold t h em
prisoners any longer.
But supposing t h at
Han oi insists upon holding
the prisoners as hostages for
so m eth ing else-osuch as
United States' direct efforts
to overthrow Thieu.
The answer to that is
semantics-every observer of
the War has predicted the
downfall of the Thier
G o vernme nt if the United
States withdraws its support.
Bu t what if the POW's
aren't rei ased?
The Mc G overn policy
in ludes a form of military
insur ance. He would keep
United States Naval and Air
power in the ar a un til the
POW 's 'fere released.
Only then would there
be a t otal with d rawal of
United States military power
from Sou theast Asia.
R etai ning th air and
naval pow er in the area
would b e the club in the
closet McGovern would use
to insure the release of the
prisoners. There is a n
impli c ation tha t he would
resume use of force if the
prisoners of war were not
released. But that assumption
now is b ing denied by the
Mc Govern staff.

1968 CORTIN
4 ~pe.d
4 C)'lindcr

radio
INEXPEN IV E OPERATION
$895.00

1968 VOLKSWAGON
"'Iuarc b3Ck
A U TIl.E RED WAGON
$1095 .00

1969 PEL
wagon
ON E OWN·ER·L1KENEW
5995.00

1968 MUSTANG
6 cylinder
3.peed
$895.00
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English New Official Tongue
by United Press International

A UPI SPECIAL REPORT
(Brussels )--The English
language, for years the
unofficial lingua franca of
Europe's boardrooms and
boutiques, today became an
official tongue of the
Common Market.
Britain joins the market
January 1; but English
became an official language
nearly three months early to
e a s the t ra n sition. It is
already widely spoken in
market headquarters in
Brussels.
What this means in
practice is that almost all
documents will be published
in English, and Englishlanguage translations will be
available at meetings and
conferences. Until now, only
French, German, Italian, and
Dutch--the official languages
of the market's first 15
y e ars--could count on this
treatment.
In fact, English

tr an s I a t ions have been
available on a more-or-Iess
unofficial basis for years.
This was necessary not only
for American and British
businessmen; but for
Scandinavians, who more
often speak English than
French. Even within such
market nations as Holland
and WEst Germany, English
is often the second language
in the Common Market.
Telephones at offices are
answered in French. All
documents appear first in
French. Press conferences are
conducted in French. Menus
in the Market cafeteria are
written in French.
After a decent interval,
the British are expected to
ask for equal time and space.
For the moment, however,
British officials in London
say they have no plans to
railroad English into top
place.
In fact, British civil

Unfortunately, we had no winner last week; so this week
we're going to double the prize. Here are the answers to last
week's quiz.
1. What gang killed the Lone Ranger's companions? The
Cavendish Gang
2. Who narrated the "Fractured Fairy Tales" in ROCKIE
AND HIS FRIENDS? Edward Everett Horton.
3. What was the name of the Hign School on OUR MISS
BROOKS? Madison High.
4. Who was the rich kid on the DOBIE GILLIS SHOW?
Chadsworth Osborn, Jr.
5. How did 26 MEN always start? They came riding over
a hill, half went left and half went right.
6. What ship did Ensign O'Toole serve on? The U.S.S.
Appleby.
7. What was the name of the main character on YOU'LL
NEVER GET RICH? Sgt. Bilko
8. On STAR
TREK, what is the number of the
ENTERPRISE? NCC 1701
9. What was Rob Petrie 's son's full name? Richard
Rosebud Petrie

servants who expect to go to
Brussels are being ordered to
learn French fluently. There
is no sign, though, that they
are following the orders.
As the Managing
Director of the Berlitz
Language Schools in Britain
puts it, "we have really not
seen anything spectacular to
date by way of enrollment in
courses to learn French."
Most observers expect
En· glish to dominate
~ eventUally, if only because it
has become recognized as the
"language of business." The
F,ench have made it clear
that they will not give up
10. What was the opening line of every LOVE THAT
th e ir linguistic primacy
BOB
SHOW? "Hold it, . I think you're going to like this
without a fight.
picture. "
An early battle over the
Here are this week's questions;
Anglo-French Supersonic
Transport was whether it
1. What was the name of Pat Brady 's jeep?
~ould be names the
2. With what words did the announcer start the LONE
"C oncord "--the E nglish
RANGER SHOW?
spelling, or "Co nc orde"3. W hat artoon characters were 'always tough and
-French. Concorde w on.
stead ? '
4. Who was the captain on OH SUSANNA?
5. How man y guns d id Wyatt Earp carry?
6. \\That comedy eries featured two carpenters?
7. What adventure show featur d a schooner?
8. What c medy series featured a dude ranch?
9. What color is Vulcan blood?
10.What wa s Jackie Gleason's name on the
HONEYMOONERS?
Remem ber, the first correct entry brought into the
ARCHW A Y office is worth a ten (10) dollar gift certificate
to the bookstore. Good luck!

Kappa Tau Smoker
Thursday, October 19
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TE~APERS

636 Beaco~ Street (60fij
. Boston, MA .0211t
RESEARCH MATERIAL FOR TERMI'APE~, REPGRTS
SES, ETC . .LOwES~ PRICES, QUICK SERV.ICE.

NF

M

.

ABOITION

7:30 front of Gym.

INFORMATION

PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave.

Refreshments & Entertainment

CALL COLLECT:
215 - 735-8100
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK A Non-Profit Orgonizotion 24 HOURS

THE

RING~MAN

Tues.

October 17

10 a.m.-I p.m.

Wed.

18

10 a.m.-I p.m.

Thurs.

19

II a.m.-2 p.lft.

new style University size
I or Elaine San Souci
are here
to s~ rve YOU-

IS COMING,

•••

orders taken

llNDER
'6I1EIIOME

all new dinner ringls

any questions? call 333-6096
Abbott Run Valley Rd.
COME SEE THE ALL NEW DESIGN!!
Cumt?eIland, R.1. 02864
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PEACE POWER TURNS
VIOLE-NT

Buddy Miles yells, "Let's
go through some changes
together" at the Los Angeles
Forum crowd, commanding
it to stand up and dance.
Most of its 18,000 members
do--and a few pay a terrible
price by getting caught in
A;omeone else's grim games at
IWthe corners of the stage. It's
all part of an ongoing
Electric American reality
known as the Rock Concert.
..
It is a reality which has
.,oecome a nightmare for
many, throughout the
co untry and around the
world, and it doesn't look
like anyone is waking up.
The nightmare stems from
concert security forces:
you n g "men" from collegE
football and wrestling team~
who perpetually brutalize
comparatively helpless
me m bers of an audience
w i th ou t understandable
provocation.
This concept in concert
sec uri t y began on a mass
scal e in 1970 w h e n
prom ot er s C o ncert
A ss oc ia tion switched from
rent-a-cops to an
or g a;1. iz a ti 0 n c aIling itself
"Peace Power," comprised of
co lle g'e athletes. Promoters
said the move would provide
better "karma," but the real
r e a n for the switch was
b cause " Peace Power" hires
out a t roughly half the price
of ren t -a-cope. Since then,
this concert security concept
has been catching on
throughout the country and
around the world.
A t first, however, this
concept seemed like a good
idea because "Peace Power"
did its job with restraint. But
as time wore on and the
organization came to realize
it would not have to answer
for what it did to audiences,
it gradually became more
aggressive and bullyish.
As a former rock critic, I
have witnessed several brutal
and unnecessary scenes. The
most memorable came at a
Leon Russell concert during
which I became directly
involved .
Kn owing full well what
would happen, second-billed
uddy Mi l e s, a notorious
audience-baiter, commanded
th crowd to stand up and
dance. Most of it did so and
one teenage boy near my seat
was hau le d out behind a
b a c kstage curtain for being
too close to the stage.
His buddy, about 15,
5 ' 8 ", 140 lbs., protested
vocally. I couldn't hear what
was being said because of the
noise, bu t after his pal was
hauled out, my eyes were
tr ained on him and the
security forces with extreme
concentration and at no time
did the boy make so much as
a threatening gesture with
an y part of his body. The
'man" he was talking to was

suddenly as could be
imagined, the security man's
fist came up from his waist
and planted itself in the
boy's mouth and nose,
knocking him on his back.
Not satisfied, the "Peace
Power" representative picked
him up, u:..jng one hand to
grab his shirt, the other to
cover his face. He then
slammed the back of the
boy's head against the steel
railing in front of my seat .
The sound was sickening.
It was too much for me
and I tried to reach over the
railing and stop the slaughter,
yelling, "What's the matter
with you, are you crazy?" A
second security man
attempted a karate chop
across my neck. A
black-suited concert
employee shone a flashlight
in my face and told me to sit
down. I tried to explain what
happened but he said he 'd
already e n it and wasn't the
least bit disturbed, and that
there was nothing I or
anyone else could do about
it, so I should sit down or be
thrown out and arrested. The
security goons were laughing
and joking with each other,
enjoying what they had just
done to the unfortunate boy.
And that 's one of the
keys to the problem--not
only can these goons act with
impunity against an
audience, buy anyone who
tries to stop their maiming
risks not only a similar fate
but legal action as well.
The whole concert
situation is absurd, and it
would be hilarious if it were
not so vicious. Performers
like Buddy Miles are always
commanding audiences to
stand up and dance, while
the security brutes
immediately attempt to force
their sitting down again. One
would think some sort of
reasonable solution could
h a ve been worked out by
now; but since these concerts
have been going on for some
time and the situation has
only gotten progressively
worse, it's apparent few
people want to be bothered
enough to find the answer.
Arlyn Prichard of Long
Beach i s one of those
fe w --about the only
promoter who has been
pu tting on shows for any
length of time who does not
use "Peace Po w er." His
security consists of a few
rent-a-cops and is adm irable
low-key--yet he has never had
any sort of trouble from
audiences.
"These kids don't want
to make trouble, they just
want to have a good time.
What ("Peace Power" does)
:5 utterly ridiculous. We are
going to k eep our shows
funky and enjoyable," says
Prich~d .

J have sent letters about
this problem to every record
c ompany . pub lic relations

Douglas Pike
Route 7
Smithfield. Rhode Island
Cordially Invites
The Bry~nt College
Administration, Faculty,
and Students
to our

Thursday Evening., October 19., 1972
Free Admission
Sounds by: Explosion 7
All Drinks Half Price

wn ,an group or artIst 1
know. Other than an article
in L.A. and a similar one in
ROLLING STONE, which
bo th apologized for "Peace
Power" (saying it "had a
tough job to do,") and an
article written by a
strike- breaker in the Los
A n gel e sHE R A L D-EXAMINER (contending
"Peace Power" was using
"g 0 od" tactics because
audiences must be "kept in
line,") there has been
virtually no response. In fact,
I can't even get a statement
from promoters-- because
they refuse to talk to me.
The groups and/or artists
themselves are about the
only ones who have any real,
immediate power to stop
"Peace Power," but they just
don't seem to care--not even
the so-called peace and love
groups.
For example, at a recent
Grateful Dead concert, this
same sort of brutality was
taking place in front of the
stage; and guitarist Bob Weir
finally responded toward the
end of the show by saying,
"Leave 'em a long." Of
course, his exhortation had
no effect, and the group
seemed quite disturbed, yet
only a few months later on,
the Dead played another
show for the same promoter.
When it comes to flower
power vs. money power, they
all seem to sell out.
Even Joni Mitchell
--whose music would lead
one to believe she cares
a bou t such th i ngs--really
doesn't. At a British festival
an Asian man climbed the
stage and tried to speak while
Joni was tuning up. He was
brutally beaten by stage
hands while Joni said,
watching all the time, "Don't
behave like tourists. Give us

7-9 P.M.

French radical writer
J ean-J ac q ues Lebel la ter
commented on this same
festival: "The rotten star
systems and stage systems
and security brutes have got
to go. Anyone with
something relevant to say
should have the right to
express oneself at concerts
(while the 'pros' are setting
up, or at other convenient
times). What about. all those
people lying on garbage for
three days and nights,
doesn't Joni Mitchell owe
them enough respect to let
them speak out if they feel

like it? Isn 't Joni treating
them like objects and saying
'just buy your tickets (at $30
a head) and records an d shut
up?' Does she really think
'stars ' are superior to other
people? I would say to her
quite the opposite: only
slaves worship 'stars,' only
un-free people need 'gods.'
Free men and wo men don 't
think it is more 'devine' to be
a singer than a coal miner or
a farmer. You just make
more money in the presen t
system, that's all. Fame isn 't
a u to matically a sign of
quality. "

--------------------------

u.s. GETS

NEW VEHICLE
by United Press International

The pedicar is being
in tr a d uced in Connecticut.
UPl's Gene Costello has the
story ...
A new vehicle going on
the market shortly may make
a hit with anti-pollutionists
and people who don't like to
pay the high cost of gasoline.
The Environmental
Transport Corporation of
Windsor, Connecticut, has
developed a pedicar. It is
propelled by leg power and is
capable of going 13 to 15
miles an hour with no more
effort, the company says,
than walking.
The stubby little vehicle
will be rolling off the
asse m bly line shortly after
the first of the year, if all
goes as planned. The pedicar
will sell for 550 dollars.
The pedicar has a
three-way ped a l system
which allows the driver to
pump with only one foot if
he so choose, use both feet
alternately, or when an extra
surge of power is needed, he
can depress both pedals at

The driver also can
change gears on the
five-speed synchromesh
transmission at any time,
whether the vehicle is moving
or not.
The pedicar,
esigned
by aircraft engineer Robert
Bundschuh, weighs a little
more than 100 pounds, is
about four feet high and
th r ee feet wide, and has a
5 8-inch wheelbase. It has a
wel de d aluminum alloy
cha sis and a body made of
c y C olac, a material used in
football helmets.
It rides on four
bicycle-spoke wheels--two of
wI-.ich are equipped with disc
brakes. The co c kpit will
accommodate an adult up to
six fi~et tall with space left
over for a pre-schooler, a
couple of bags of groceri s or
a picnic lunch.
.... i gh ty-four-year-old
cardiologist Paul Dudley
White went for a test drive
and reports he was im pr ss d
by the way the pedi ar took
maXlrrum advantage of the
LL..t ......L ___ _ __ 11 _
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Sex?

by United Press International

It's intruding everywhere goodies a person needs . . .
Everywhere you tum ... on the moon or even here at
Now it's sex on the home.
But turning to the
moon.
This Dr . Howell from , question of moon sex ...
Houston sa y s sex on the
Doctor Howell
moon is what we 'll get when comments that the cost of
we put spacemen and the project will be enormous.
spacewomen up there to run So, he says, different nations
sharing the cost seems
a colony.
He told other bigtime obvious.
So does the other
space doctors in Vienna that
thiS boy- girl moon colony question . . . but Doctor
could be a reality by the Howell also wants to talk
1990's.
about the reasons for such a
A nd a b o ut that sex moon base. He says a moon
doctor .. .
colony would provide a base
Howell says the colony f or r e search which can be
wou l d have f a r m s an d carried out nowhere else.
everyb o d y would live and
The sex , doctor , the sex .
w or k in under g r o u nd
Howell says th m oon
structures built from m aterial colon y would provide a p lace
found righ t on the moon.
w he re man himself can be
A nd about that sex on st u died perhaps to find a way
the m o on . ..
t o b e t t er live together o n
D a ctor Ho well said t h e earth.
farms would prod uce r ops
T he do c tor f i n ally
w hich are rna t valuable. He discusses th basisics.
He s ays : "T h e
s a y s someon e s ugge s t e d
m u s h r o o ms bu t Doct o r mem b ership 0 the colony
Ho we ll s a ys they gave up will be m i xed. It is only
that i de a because even a na tur al that babies will be
m oo n man--or moon born there."
Sex on the moon . . .
w om a n --would have to eat
simple,
right? . . . What's all
160 pound of mu shrooms a
th
e
fuss
about.
da y to ge t the nutritional
NOTICES
F or S a l e 1969 Rambler
A me rica n T wo d oo r ,
ec o n omical and dependable
transp o rt a t i on $8 5 0 Mr.
Cedergren in Alu m ni Office
or Telephone 4 33-0605.

Intra mu ral Cross Country ;
We d n esday, October 18 at
3: 15 p.m. R osters must be in .
by Monday, October 16.

T he gym will be closed all
Anyone wish ing to sign up day Friday and Saturday due
for the Men's Double Tennis to the concert.
Tournament may do so in
th e A th le tic Office before
TRISCADECTAPHO B IA:
Monday at 3 :30 p.m .
fear o f Fr i day th e thirteenth

Capital Punishment Survey
by United Press International

Some states are taking a
wait-and-see attitude toward
the ruling against capital
punishment. UPI has a
nationwide survey report ...
The electric chair in
Tucker Prison in Arkansas
was unplugged and used
briefly for giving convicts
haircuts.
The Pen nsylvania
Execution Room has been
partitioned into offices for
jailhouse counselors.
Pot a toes and other
vegetables are being stored in
the drop portion of t he
gallows in New Hampshire,
and the same area in t he
Idaho State Penitent iary
holds medical quipment.
Th e f our st a tes a r e
am on g s e ve ral whi h h ave
ch osen to utilize t h eir
e x e c u t i 0 11 e qu i p m e n t.
-sometim es in u nusual way s,
in the wake of s tate and U.S.
S upre me C ourt r uli n gs
a ga in st capital punishment.
Bu t others among t he 38
s t ates of the Union which
had capital puni hroen t up t o
l as t J une are ke pin g t heir
death facilities in tact--just in
case the high court ruling
o u tla wing the use of gas
c hambers, gallows and
electric chairs turns out to be
temporary .
Th e Supreme C o urt
ruled five to four last June
29th that t he death penalty
a s u sua lly en for ed in the
U nited St a tes was in
violation of the E i g h th
Amendment prohibition of
cruel and unusual
punishment.
At t h e time of the
decision, six-hundred men
and women were awaiting
execution. The Court set
aside the sentences of 130
convicts who had petitioned
for review and left the door
open for the others to be

remanded back to lower l ac cord in g to a pr is on
courts for re-sentencing.
spokesman, saved $50,000 a
All bu t twelve states year in not h aving to m an the
were affected. Those states area around the clock.
and the year they abolished
But although deat h row
capital punishment were was eliminated, Connecticu t
Alaska, 1957; Hawaii, 1957; Governor Thomas Meskill
Iowa, 1965; Maine, 1887; still is in favor of capital
M i c higan , 1847; Minnesota, punishmen t in the killings of
1911; North Dakota, 1915 peace officers or jail guards;afor all but a limited number Governor Meskill says , " .,.,
of crimes; Oregon, 1964; know capital punishment is a
Rho del s 1and, 1852; deterrent to m urder. I favor
Vermont, 1965; West the retention of t hi s
Vir g in i a, 1 965; and deterrent."
Wisconsin, 1853.
. . Missouri's death ro w was a S 0 m e s t a te s h a v e eliminated nearly three y ears. ,
abolished their death rows ago and its eighteen residents
comp l e t ely . Others are placed in the general prison
k ee.p i ng t h e ir c o ndemned pop ul ation. Bu t t h gas
men on death r ow during t he c h m be r r em i n s i n tact.
sl o w Co u r t r e se n tenci ng " T here c oul d b e futur e
process and gradually letting crimes an d future trials that
them mix in with t he g n eral would change things, " says
prison o p u l a ti o n . Those
t a t e P enit entiary Warden
i n c 1 u de n i n e rn e n i n Harold Swenson.
WaShington, 45 in T exas, and
Despite the court rulings,
sev n in Ohio .
many states still m aintain
O th e r s ta tes ha v e specia l quarters for
eliminat d th e " death row " condemned men and their
des i g na t i o n a l t h o ugh th > d ea t h faciliti s, including
a r a ar e s till i n use. In Ok l a h ome, Ma r y l and,
Ca lif o r nia , wh ere a state Delaware, Indiana, Alabama,
r u lin g s t r u c k dow n Lolti s iana, North Carolina,
exe c u tions before the U. S. V rm ont , Mississippi, ew
ruling, 102 co ndemned m en York , an d Massachusetts.
moved out of San Quent in 's
The s ix - si d d gas
in famo us death row earlier cha mber at Colorado State
this month .
Penitentiary, where the last
Oth e r states closing person in the United States
death rows included Florida was executed in 196 7 also
where 100 men had been remains inta t . Warden F red
und e r d e ath se n te n ce s , Ny ke said he'll keep it " until
ennessee, Kentucky . S u th someon bigg r than m e says
Caro l ina, Connecti ' u t, t o junk it ."
Kansas, Mis souri, Nevada,
The reason uch facilities
Nebraska, New Jersey, New remain pro bably is sum med
M e xico, Arizona, and u p best by Wyom ing State
Virginia.
Penitentiary Warder Lenard
Connect i cu t's closing Meacham.
came in March, 1971, when
Wyoming's gas chamber,
the state's three condemned he says, is cleaned regularly
men w ere allowed to mix be c ause "you never know
with the general inmate when the pendulum w ill
popUlation. The state, swing the other W!l..Y."

8 -TRACK STEREO

Bryant CQllege Bookstore

TAPES-$1. 75 ea.
LATEST HITS-- FULL GUARANTEE
REG. $19 .95
WHOLESALE $10 .00

Distrib-..tion Center
For All Your School Suppfies..
Sic Pens

REG. $1 0.99 HEADPHONES
WHOLESALE $5.00

Flair Pens
Notebooks
.P osters

10 Min.
From Bryant
OHRt . 146
N orth

fiooCf
Blue Jeans

MANVILLE WHOLESALE
19 Winter St.
Manville, R.I.
767 -3615
Open 4-8 Daily--10-5 Saturday

Blue , Jean
. Jackets

'Clothing

He a.lt h+Beaut~ A·ids

Cosmetics

TV's
Stereos

Sweatshirts
Come In And .Browse

Tape Players
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Maharishi Comes To Teach
B~rant Students
Students International Meditation Society
You are swimming in the
stormy Atlantic. The rough,
choppy sea batter you until
you feel like Joe Frazier's
sp arring partner. You are
and exhausted; but,
dde nly, you dive to the
e ry bottom of the ocean
fl oor.
All is quiet t here. All is
erene . You see fish and
lan ts more beautiful than
your childh od dream of
Christmas. Finally , you swim
i n to the all-encompassing
blackness of the ocean deep.
When you sruface. the
sotrm is over, the sun is
hining. You are deeply
rested from the quiet of the
ocean, and you are xcited
because yo u have touched
the u nknown de ths. You
swim e as i ly n o w, the
concrete wat er b eneath
su porting you.
Y ou have just
ex p e ri e n ced, in very
metaphorical language, what
Transcendental Meditation is
li k e. Meditators emphasize,
t he world "like" here, simply
because talking about it, as
tal ki ng or reading about
a n y thing, is an intrinsically
diff rent activity than that of
dir ec t xperience . It is,
however, f or the purpose of
ex plana tio n that Mark
B a rlow, a teacher of
Tra n c e ndental Meditation
(TM), trained by Maharishi
M ahe sh Yogi, will be
speaking at Bryant, October
19th .
Transcendental
M e di tation is a completely
nat ural , effortless technique
wh i h allows the mind to
e x p e r i ence finer and finer
le v e ls of th o}lght, until it
transcends thought and
arri ves at the so urce of
creative intelligence .
TM is a unique though
process which is completely
d iffe re n t from any other
pr o gram o r practice for
self-improvement. TM is not
a religion and not a
p hil osophy, but an
empirically verifiable
technique. It is not based on
beliefs nor does one have to
change one's life-style to
practice it, or wear special
robes, or follow a special
diet, or do any kind of
e x erc ises. You don't even
have to believe that it will
work. All you have to do is
practice the technique, and
all the benefits, both physical
and mental, occur
automatically and
immediately.
What makes TM so
unique is that it is the only
type of mediatation which
has received such significant
sci en tific recognition. Dr.
Robert Keith Wallace of the
Harvard Medi a l School
con cluded that TM is a state
of consciousness unlike the
three most common states of
""" ..... _ , . , ...... ~_ ( t,... _

_
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sleeping, and dreaming, and ·
is also differen t from altered
states of consciousness such
as hypnosis and
autosuggestion.
B e c a u s e the
physiological effects of TM
are m ore profound and
restful tha n sl e e p , the
meditator feels refreshed and
physically rej uvenated after
onl y 1 5-20 minu t es of
meditation.
During Transcendental
Med iation, this metabolic
rate is reduced by an average
of 20 percen t . The
physiological e vidence
toget her with measurements
o f s ki n resistance, blood
c hemistry, and br in wave
patte r s s h o ws th n a n
individual gains a profoundly
deep stat e of r st while the
mind remains a wake and able
to respond to stimuli (see
Scientific Am e r i can,
Febraury 1972). Agaib, Dr.
Wallace states that "it must
be remembered that TM is an
effortless mental activity that
requires neither
contemplation nor
concen tration, and in this
respect differs from other
forms of meditation such as
yoga. TM sets your mind 011
an angle and lets it glide
d own to the score of your
in telligence.
What makes TM 0 easy
and enjoyable? It is based on
the mind's natural ability to
move to w ard greater and
greater happiness and
pleasure. You experience this
natural tendency when you
have been studying boring
material, and from down the
hall you hear strains of your
favori te song. Your mind is
na turally drawn to it, and
you start hummingalong as
the words run through your
head. Your mind goes the the
song naturally and
effortlessly w ithout any
concentration or
contemplation on your part.
As the mind moves
within, desiring this finer
field of intelligence, it arrives
at the source of creative
energy. This phenomenon
can be viewed in nature. As
we move from a molecule to
an a tom and further break
the atom into its compc'1ent
parts, we 0 brain atomic
energy, the greatest known
source of energy.
Experiencing one's own
creative energy has a
tremendous effect on the
activity of the meditator. He
finds his creative ability is
ex p anded. Thought and
creativi ty are easier because
he is using more of his mind,
exercising more of his
in telligence.
Because TM directs the
mind to thE' source of its
1" t- O
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powerhouse of its -creative
energy, it prepares
meditators for daily activity.
Meditators report a decrease
in tensions and annoyance,
an d an increased capability
to h a ndle problems. TM is
not an escape from problems,
it is a prepartation to meet
them.
ScamtWc study has also
shown t hat meditat rs
perform better on recaU
ts, and learn more quickly
t h an noo - med i t.ators.
Meditators a l so sh ow
significantly betler results on
more difficul material. The
relation between the practice
of TM nd ree 11 ab ility
i n di ates that TM improves
m em ry and learning ability.
I wonder what th t auld 0
for one's studies and grades?
1'1 ahari hi Mahesh Yogi,
the curren t exponent of TM,
teaches that w ith more
problems needing solutions,
and with more kno wledge to
digest and utilize, man must
find a way to tap this source
of crea ti ve po wer within
himself to meet his problems
and to cope with them.

rvl 0 d ern man's dilemma
is like that of a house
suffering from severe cracks.
A good architect knows that
the trouble lies in the
foundation. He doesn't try to
patch the cracks in the walls,
he goes below the surface
and makes the repairs there.
Dr. Demetri Kanellakos,
Senior Research Engineer at
Stanforn Research Institute,
had this to say about
Transcendental Meditation
and different states of
consciousness: "We sleep to
rejuvenate our bodies, we
dream to rejuvenate our
brains, and we transcend to
develop our creative
intelligence. If we deny
ourselves sleep, we cannot
function physiologically; if
we deny ourselves dreaming,
we cannot function
psychobiologically; and if we
deny ourselves transcending
we experience suffering
because we do not use our
full m en tal po ten tial . "

-

The Student's
International Meditation
Society (SIMS), is a
non-profit educational
organization which is
established in sixty-five
countries and on all major
,US college campuses. Such
institutions as Yale and
Un i versity of Massachusetts
at Amherst include in their
curriculm a course designed
by SIMS and taught by a
teacher of TM which is called
"The Science of Creative
Intelligence." SIMS invites
the Bryant Community to a
free introductory lecture on
Thursday, Oct. 19th, 8:00
,, ' 1

By Peter Lockatell
I could not believe that I was actually in Yankee
Stadium to watch the New York Football Giants take on the
New Orleans Saints last Sunday. .It is a rare treat indeed for
a Giant fan to find tickets for a regular season Giant football
game. The Stadium as a rule, has been sold out for months in
advance. As I sat in my seat, I started to figure out why these
games are always sold out. (even with a mediocre team like
the Giants on display!) Just before gam2 time, a lady
approached and occupied the empty seat next to me. She
looked to be in her late twenties or early thirties, and she
immediately started talking with the people around me as if
they were her n ext door neighbors. Finally , he mentioned to
me t hat all the fans in t he section have had t he sam e seats for
seven years or more ! More or less this statement explains
why Yankee Stadium is always sold out.
The point I am trying t o make here is why can't pro
foo t baU fans see their teams at. home on the television
screen? The answer is home team blackouts. These blackouts
assure football owners will sell out their home games ea h
week. Yet there are teams like the Giants and t he Jets who
are always sold out. Why can't tho fans that cannot get to
the ballpark watch the game on television?
F rom ti.{ne to time the blackou t issue has come in the
courts and the courts have ruled for continu d blackouts.
Now the Congress has jumped into the pictme. They are
currently h olding s sions to determine whether pro football
has the right t o blackout a ho me team 's television area.
Pre ident Ni x o n has already given his backing to the
a n ti - bl a c ko ut forces, and t here are in ications that the
Congre might abolish it. Even if the Con gress does de ide
to abolish the bla kout, there are still a few unanswered
questions.
One of these unans w ered qu es tion s is whether
government has the righ t to restrain private business from
making a profit. The owners claim that lifting the blackout
will effect a fan's attitude about seeing a pro game in person .
This argumen t does have some bearing. In most pro football
cities, home games do not sell out until the day of the game.
If the blackout were removed, fans could wait til the last
minute to see whether the game would be televised. If the
game were televised, fans might be inclined to stay home and
watch.
Here is my solution to the problem. In cities where the
home gam es do not sell out immediately , mix up the
broadcastingschedule. In other words, show a home game
one week and show another city's game the following week.
The station or broadcasting company should take great care
to mixup the game schedule and announce the games at the
last second so fans would not take advantage of the new
system . This partial blacko ut system should also be prac ti ed
in such cities as New York and Washington in order that they
maintain their attendance figures.
The question I have just answered is the most s rious
one now facing the Congress. As an avid football fan, I hope
the Congress rules in the fans favor. Even if television ends
up adopting a plan similar to mine, it is not worth it. If you
have any ideas on how Congress can solve the blackout
problem , write down on a piece of paper your idea. (Proper
English is not necessary!) Proceed to leave you r sugges tion in
my mailbox at the Archway Office, and I will publish your
suggestions in our next issue. Remember, you may have the
answer everyone has been looking for.

ELECTIO N RESUL TS
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Senior
80
74

R. Komita
S. Edwards
P. Gaboury
M. Vincent
M. Senk
B. Berk
R. Ponteri
McGovern
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68
61
6
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S.

79
84
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68
53
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McGovern

131
76
58

47
Nixon

312

284
48%

52%

Industrial Arts Referendum
Yes
562
No
161

78%
22%

Physical Education Referendum
Yes
584

80%
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Intramural
Football '
Results
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by Steve Botwinoff
The Raiders continued
th ei r winning ways with a
victory over Dorm 10. The
g a m ew a s th e roughe s t
independent contest of the
seas 0 n . The defensive play
wa s au tstan ding on both
sides as the first half ended
scoreless.
D fens e continued to
dominate in the secon d half
and the gam e looked like it
would end in a scoreless tie.
However, wit h time running
out in the game, the Raiders
drove deep into Dorm 10
territory. Raider quarterback
Bob Luceroni then hit Casey
Checkarella on a short
touchd o wn pass for a 6-0
lead. The play came with just
three minutes remaining.
After the ensuing
kickoff, Dorm 10 was forced
deep into their own territory.
The Raiders tl~n got an
ex c ellen t defensive play by
"Itch " DeVincent as he
trapped the Dorm 10
quarterback in the endzone
for a safety. This ended
thescoring as the Raiders had
an 8-0 win.
In o t h er a c tion , t he
Trojans and Bola's Best
fought to a 0-0 tie. This tight
contest came down to a
dramatic ending. With less
than thirty seconds
re maining in the game, the
Trojans lined up a 35-yard
field goal attempt. The kick
fell just short and the
deadlock was secured.
The F reshman continued
their winning ways by rolling
over the 13-gang by the score
of 16-0. The freshman took
th e op e ning k i k off and
moved q u ic k ly do wnfield.
The op ning drive was halted
and J eff Sharples split the
Uprights for a 35 yard field
goal and a 3-0 freshm an lead.
Aft er holding the 13 gang,
th e freshman moved
downfield on long passes to
Jeff Sharples and Bob Foster.
T hey then scored on a 10
yard pass from Bo b Cashman
to Al Farri e r . Th e extra
pain t was kicked and the
freshman led at the end of
t h e fir st half 10-0. They
scored again on a nice 1 5
yard run y quarterback Bob
Cas hman an d upped their
l ead to the final score of
1 6 -0. Key 'n ter pti ns for
th f r eshman d fense were
pic k ed off by Bob Fa st r,
Ra lp h aldweU, and M arly
Seh wa r tz to help hold the
l 3-gang scor I ss.

It's the place to be together.
All the salad you can make plus a Boneless Sirloin Steak.
All for just $4.8512 oz. $5.7516 oz.
Other items from $3.25. Plus all the draught beer
or red wine you can drink.
Monday & Tuesday are Party Nights at Steak & Brew,
Monday: Our regular $4.85 12 oz. Boneless Sirloin is $3.75.
Tuesday: All you pay for our regular $4.95 Roast Prime Ribs is $3.75.
Mond.y iTuud.y speml oller nOI valod on holtd;ys

stlille 6- Brlw
1195 Douglas venue
Brauch Ave. Exit off Routes 95 or 146.

-

CAR RALLY
R gistration 11 :30 a.m. at Bryant Parking Lot
ALL ARE WELCOME
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FresbDlan Prospect
by Rolfe' Schnur
As' one walks around the
Bryant campus and wanders
over to the Gym, he sees
many of our basketball
players preparing for the
1972 -7 3 basketball ea on .
This year there is a large
Freshmen representation and
this is directed in introducing
a few of these players.
Charles Armstrong is the
tallest player in recent years
to step on the Bryant court.
At 6 '9 1/2" and 240 pounds,
Charlie hails from Waterbury,
onnecticut and played for
Tech. He is a strong
rebounder and possesses
desire and a good attitude.
Dave Sorafine is a 6'8"
fr e shman from North
Providence. He gained honors
of All-State Class "B" first
team and All-State all-groups
s e o nd team. At North
Providence he averaged over
20 points per game in his
s e nior year. Dave is an
exc llent shooter and Coach
F olliard has high hopes for
him .
Tom DuPont is a 6'2"
gua rd from Waterbury,
Connecticut. While at Wilby
High chool, he was named
the Most Valuable Player in
Wa t e rbur y , All- ity in his
ju ni or a n d seni o r years,
All-League and second team
All-State hi s e n ior year.
Besid s his fine shooting, he
p o s s s s e s eX l.! ep tional
ju mping ab il i ty and
all-around hust le.
P a u 1 M elvin hails from
Dan bury, Connecticut and
played at Danbury H igh
School. At 6 ' 5" and 200
pounds, he has the size and
ab ility to play fo rward at
Brya nt. He was first team
All-City and All-League in
his junior and senior years;
and was named honorable
mention All-New England by

CAGE WORLD Magazine.
Bo b Hamei is a 6 '3"
guard-forward from
Scarsdale, NY. He played for
Arch bishop Stepin a c in
White Plaines, New York. He
possesses a good shot and
plays excellent defense. His
two brothers start for
nationally-ranked Bentley
College in Massachusetts.
Mike McCall played for
La Salle Academy in Rhode
Island and gained All-Class A
R . 1. He is 6'3" and is an
aggressive player who gives
100%. At LaSalle, he played
with sophomore guard, Ned
Bohan.
Joe Schmeltz is 6'6" and
220 pounds from
Immaculate High in
Danbury, Connecticut. He is
a strong, aggressive player
who shoots a hook shot from
either side. At Immaculate he
gained All- W estern
Connecticu t Conference.
Immaculate is the school
where Ray Depeltau and
Rick Shanley played--two
returning vets.
Robert Penta is a 6 '3"
forward from Salem,
Massachusetts. He was the
unsung hero for Bridgtan
Academy, tate Champs for
Maine in 1972. In high
school, he played for Everett
High in Salem.
Roger Sampson i s a
5'11 " guard who played for
the R.I. Class-A East
0 - ham ps, Mt. St. Charles .
He was All-Class A and made
the State Tourney second
team.
These are the players and
on 0 cto ber 15 practice
begins for the 72-73 Season.
All players are welcome to
come out for practice for
both J.V. and Varsity. Next
week an article will appear
on the ten returning vets.

is
6'9" and Dave Sorafine 6'8".

The
Ted Williams
Story

UPI SpOTMRoundup
Edited by Peter Lockatell

Harness Racing
"Super Bowl" despite flat tires on his sulky, swept both
By Peter Lockatell heats of the Kentucky futurity to become the sixth triple
Lost in the fanfare of crown winner in trotting history. " Super Bowl" was never
this year's playoffs, was a seriously threatened in the second heat by any rival in the
baseball tragedy that five -horse field, finishing in one minute and fifty-nine
occurred a couple of weeks seconds. Spartan Hanover was the runner-up in the s cond
a go. Ted Williams, the last heat and second in the overall standing for the race. In the
player to hit 400 for a full first heat, "Super Bowl " was slowed by a blown tire midway
season and current manager in the home stretch and had to stave off a late rush by
of the W ashin g ton "Songcan" to win by a neck in two minutes flat.
Auto Racing
Senators-Texas Rangers,
decided he would not return
Former world champion Jackie Stewart of Scotland led
next season. The last two from pole to pole to win the United States Grand Prix at
seasons have been nothing Watkins Glen, New York. The win was Stewart's · ec ond
'but headaches for the straight, capturing the Canadian Grand Prix two weeks ago.
confident Williams. " It just Ste wa rt's teammate, Francois Devert of France, finished
wasn 't fun anymore." cited second and Denis Hulme, driving a McLaren, was third.
Williams at the time of the Emerson Fittapaldi of Brazil, who has already clinched the
championship series, was never in serious contention. He left
announcement.
No doubt it was a the race with a broken shock absorber. Stewart, who
disappointing end to an averaged 117.483 miles an hour, ginished more than 32
otherwise brilliant managerial seconds ahea(j of Devert.
career for Williams. Why did
Bobby Allison outgunned Buddy Baker by half a car
his career have to end so length in a flat out duel over the last ten laps to win the
abruptly? Why did baseball National 500 Nascar Stock Car Race at Charlotte, North
have to lose such a valuable Carolina. The two drivers swapped the lead four times in the
asset? Texas o w ner Bob last ten laps. Allison 's win, with an average speed of 133 .234
Short is one of the reasons miles an hour, gave him nine victories for the year and
for the Williams tragedy. The brought his earnings to more than 248,000 .
problem can also be traced to
Ron Hutcherson of Keokuk, Iowa, drove his Mercury to
the Lords of Baseball.
a two-lap victory in today 's Triton 300-mile race at College
It seems to me that Ted Station, Texas.
Williams fell victim to the
The race wa s marred by the death of driver Louis
business end of baseball. Wu s t erhau en of Austin, Texas. Wusterhausen was killed
When Williams and Short when his car skidded out of control on the first lap and was
were in Washington, the team hit broadside b y a car driven by Cleve mith of
was goin g well, but th e Bloomington , illinois.
There was a second major wreck involving Johnny Early
attend a nce was not. Shor
had to .. pay through th
of Jeffersonville, Indiana, and Bud Schoyer of Toledo , Ohio.
nose" just to use Kennedy Early suffered a brain concussion and three to seven broken
Memorial Stadium for his ribs while Schoyer had possible fractures of the left knee and
team's home games . ribs.
Hut ch erson led 136 of the 150 laps in posting his victor y
R egardless of Short's
shortcomings in the front wi th W. B. Bailey of Houston finishing second and Iggy
office, Williams was Katena of Willis, Michigan finishing third.
performing miracles with the
Hockey
Senators. Ted had moved a
A federal judge in Philadelphia says he is " going to rule
previous weak Washington that hockey is not immune" from Federal Antitrust laws.
club to a fourth place finish
The judge is hearing arguments on all major legal actions
in 1968. The feat earned involving the NHL and WHA . The suits have been
Williams managerial acclaim. consolidated so they may be disposed of more easily.
One of Williams' greatest
No ruling has yet been made, but the WHA season is
attributes at the time, was his
scheduled to open Wednesday so a decision may be
a b i Ii ty to teach his players
forthcoming.
the fine arts of hitting. He
Pro Basketball
increased Frank Howard's
The NBA Cleveland Cavaliers have suspended veteran
home run total and batting
guard Lenny Wilkens for refusing to report to the t eam .
average, helped Eddie
Wilkens, the former Seattle player-coach, was traded to the
Brinkman and Aurelio
Cavaliers for guard Butch Baird and forward Barry Clemons
Rod-iquez swing better bats
last August. Wilkens has said he wants to play for a team on
and Williams also helped a
the West Coast.
disillusioned Mike Epstein
Rick Barry, who jumped from the National Basketball
come through with more
Association to the American Basketball Association four
basehits and home runs.
years ago, has returned to the Golden State Warriors of the
Some of these players were
NBA. Barry says he will fulfill the remaining three years of a
the reason why Williams was
five -year contract signed with the Warriors in 1970.
able to field good teams a
fe w ye a rs ag o. Yet Ted with Flood and McLain on was on a par with the San
would never see these players the ball club, the Senators Diego Padres. Then the Lords
reach their full potential on attendance still did not show of Ba s eball a nd Sh o r t
his team.
much of an improvement. To decided to move the
Own e r Bob S h 0 r t add to Williams' ills, Flood franchise to Texas this
decided that he had to boost later left the team and never season. The place the newly
attendance somehow, so he returned. Denny McLain name Rangers played in was
d e cided to trade for a few never recovered from his half a dump, the Rangers slumped
controversial ballplayers. He year layoff, and proceeded to to last with untried rookies
tr a d ~ d aw ay Aurelio lo se t wenty games that and major league reje ts, and
Rodriquez, Eddie Brinkman season. In other words, the the at tendance figures again
and Joe Coleman to Detroit Senators were falling apart too k a considerable drop
for Denny McLain, paid a and there was nothing Ted downward. It was at this
pile of cash for Curt Flood Williams could do to prevent point that Ted Williams saw
and he traded Mike Epstein It" .
the h op e le ss ness o f t he
to Oakland for n e xt to
The Senators spent that situation, and decided he was
nothing a year later. Since last season in Washington. through w i th Short and
Williams was a loyal manager, Th e club had become a baseball.
he did not squawk about the revolving door with players
Peop l e s om e ti m s
deals, and maybe this was his coming and going con tantly. wonder why baseball has lost
managerial fault.
The Club pitching staff was its popularity. The fact is
The following season in shambles, and the hitting
Continued on Pa e 15
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·Rolfe Picks
The Pros

Reallgnment-- iMajor League Style

by Buddy Trin kle
-. Through,the past decade both American and National many people who live in
or 0 , U.S. b a seb a l l h a s L ea gu es c ould play, each National 'League cities would
li k e t o see Carl
ex panded from sixt en t ams o the r dur in g t he r eg u lar su r e l
to an enormous number of se ason , the bas ball p ublic Y a s tr z emski , B r ooks
Minnesota over Denver: 34-14.·Purple People Eaters
t wenty- four teams. Through could see every baseball star Ro b inson, Harma n
come alive.
expansi
on, the quality of in person at least once a year. Kill e brew and Mickey
Atlanta over New Orl aI)S: 24-17. tlanta improves with
baseball
has been severely A s is sta n ds now, many Lolich , only to name a few.
each game.
d
il
uted.
I
nstead of having people who live in American
If realignment were to be
Pittsburgh over Houston : 3 5-24. St eelers almost pulled
only
ixteel
teams
fighting
drawn
up, certain problems
League
ci
ties
would
most
off a major upset.
for
eventual
prospect,
you
would
surely arise; but the
definitely
like
to
look
at
Kansa s City over incinnati: 41-24 . Chiefs roll over
now
have
twenty-four
teams
n
a
t
i
onal
pastime woul _
Roberto
Cle
m
en
t
e,
Juan
Bengals.
vy
i
n
g
fo
r
t
h
e
ame
ertail
ly
be m u ch more
c
Marachal
Johnny
Bench,
and
\Y,ashington over St. Louis : 17-14. Cards try for second
prospective
candidates.
int
esting
and
also twice as
Hank
Aaron.
upset in two w eks.
ce
x
p
a
sio
n
has
i
n
ypically
spe
ak
ing
,
mu
ch
fun
to
watch.
T
. Los Angeles over Philadel phia: 21-6. L.A. almost back to
occurred , many of th teamsr-------------------------------------------------normal.
th
a t h a ve c om e i n t o
Green Bay over Detroit : 24-21. Tough game in NFL 's
e
x
i
s t a nce a r e p e r p e t u al
black-and-blue division .
losers.
Besides that is the fa t
Oald and over Buffalo: 31-17. Raiders must play better
that
bas e ball has not
than last week.
By Peter Lockatell
increa
d it's popularity since
Chicago over Cleveland: 17-16. Bears pull an upset.
In l a st week' s a tion , m o st of Un i t e d P r ess
Dallas over Baltimore: 28-24. Coach Landry calls good.' spreadin g its wings into many
areas
which
just
weren
't
International's
Top Ten College Football Teams won, but
Miami over San Diego: 42-28. Butch cassidy and the
ready
for
it.
Something
must
many
of
these
teams
suffered close calls or lost point spr eads
Sundance Kid run over Chargers.
be
changed!
Do
we
want
to
and
ranking
slips
in
this
week 's polls. At the t op of the list of
N.Y . Giants over San Francisco: 35-26. Snead continues
let
baseball
fall
by
the
college
football
dose
calls
was Southern Cal. The Trojans
am azing year.
wayside
and
let
football
could
only
manage
a
31-20
decision over Pacific Eight rival
N.Y. Jets over New England: 52-0. Joe Willie passes for
(which
is
anxiously
awaiting)
Stanford.
Coupled
with
Oklahoma's
day off, Sout hern
many TD's.
to
emerge
as
our
number-one
California
lost
some
ground
in
this
week's
poll. Ohio State
Last week 9-4. The season 16-9-1.
nat
ional
game?
on
the
other
hand,
charged
into
contention
with last w ek 's
Rplfe S,chnur.
Many people would like come from behind 35-18 victory over California.
to see baseball changed so
Buckeye fullback Harold Henson ran for three
FOOT BALL SCHEDULE
that
it
would
be
more
touchdowns
in the contest, and moved his team to the
FRATERNITY
interesting
to
watch.
One
of
fourth
spot
in
this week's ratings. Elsewhere, Notre Dame
TEAK NO.
TEAK NO .
DIVI SlON B
DYVIS I ON A
the
suggestions
would
be
to
touchdown to beat their point spread
scored
a
last-second
1. 1WII'-S
1. 13-CANG
itT
Til'!
2 . BOLA S BEST
8. RA IDERS
TE
realign the divisions, thus and Michigan State 16-0. Florida State was surprised by
DaTA sto
J. DEGEN ERATES
9 . TIII1NDER THIllIPfRS
TEF
PUl S IC
p
4. DOll! 5
10. TOP OF THE '!'IIELFT I
BEl(
creating new rivalries Florida 42-13, as Florida's Dave Bowden passed for two TD's
~.
DOll! 10
11. TR().JAlI S
6.
12 . VET£RAlIS
interstate and throughout tailback Nat Moore ran for two more. Also, Alabama
SUNDAY. OCTOBE k 1 5 MO~DA Y! OCTOBERi6iUESDAy;oc:roB!ii!7\€Dt.ESrUY:omOHER1 B
any particular section of the corralled the Georgia Bulldogs 25-7 . Two third period
),15- Pl 2 vs 9
1, 00- 1'1 6 V 9 t
).15- 1. X't vs TEP J' t S-PI J vs 6
country.
touchdowns by quarterback Terry Davis turned a tigh t game
J . 1S- F2 'rE
BEX )' 15-1'2 2
7
1 . 00- 1"2 9 vs 7
J'15-F2 S va 6
4, ) 0-1'1 'rKE vn PEP 4.JO- F1 5 vs t2
4"O_P1 7 v s 12
Z '1 5-P't 10 V 9 6
into
a somewhat easy victory for the Crimson Tide. So
,
JO-P2
DELTA
SIr.;
4
,
JOP2
I
'"
)
4
,
JO-P2
4
V"
1
Z' 15-f'2 2 V $ }
, , ) O- P't 1 2 V5 4
vs PHI SIC
For inst ance, wouldn't it without any further ado, here are this week's United Press
THURSDA Y, OCTOBtR 19
be in terestin g for the New International's Coaches Top Ten College F oot ball Ratings.
J ,I S-Pl 4 vs 2York
f an if the Mets play ed Team Records
Points
l:~g:~: ~ ~: t~
1; . JO- f'Z 8 VI! 9
the Yankees eighteen times a 1 Sou them California( 5-0)
33 3
SctlEDULII
year? The same could be said 20klahoma(3-0)
3 24
1. su
7 . API:
13. DORM 1 - D!l.t.VRO
S
2. SLt'
8. lfIl>£PINDEIIT SYIIACIJ!
f or the Chicago White ox 3 Alabama(5-0)
232
~ : ~~I.OOl£NT Hf]U( !~: ~U!llllOO 9
and the Cubs. If baseball 4 Ohio State(3-0)
208
~: ::.
:i: ~ill!s
follow d football , it would 5 Nebraska(3-1)
1 98
SUNDAY loll S
MONDAY 10/1 6 n TU'iSiiAYtoZlf--w'E"i:i'NEStiAYio7W- THulisD'u-ToiEfrealign itself in the best way 6 Michigan(4-0)
185
12 . 00 10 va B JoIS 'i va J
jd$ 8 VB fJ
).15 11 vs 9
3.15 I vs 6
12 . ) 0 11
7 ) ,4 S 6 ... 2
). 4 59 v s 1 2
) , 45 12 v s a
).'>52 v s 5
possible to attract national 7 Notre Dame(3-0)
13 5
1.00 12 vs 6 4 '15 7 vs 1
4 , 15 10 vs 11
4 .15 1) V8 7
~ '1 5 , va 4
~:~g i)v~\ 5
rivalries. It is at this time that 8 Louisiana State( 4-0)
118
....
2,.J O
_ 2_ V
_S_J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...... I propose that new divisions
9 Auburn(4-0)
41
be formed . An example of 10 Washington(5-0)
37
how the Major League could
My tips proved to be complete disasters last week, but
change itself in a way that everyone has an occasional off day. In this week's action,
would surely help the Brown could surprise for the secon d straight week. Thi
80 PAGE ~TREET
WOONSOCKET R.i.
nat ional game is shown week ~here are heavy underdogs against Yale. Texas could
below.
possibly beat the point spread in their game with Oklahoma.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
I think that 21 is a mighty big point spread. If Sonny
EAST
WEST Sixkiller has a good afternoon, look for Washington over
Watch for our changing future
Oakland Stanford by at least a field goal. A warning to Michigan
Boston
California supporters, watch out for Michigan State. Last week, the
New York Y.
New York .M. San Francisco Spartans made Notre Dame go to the end of their contest
After 4:30 ·Am. Panic Botton 762-9877
San Diego before Notre Dame beat the point spread. Here are this
Baltimore
Los Angeles' week's UPI odds:
1-o-----------------------fPittsburgh
St. Louis Michigan - Michigan State
Philadelphia
131-2
Air Force - Boston College
101-2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Duke Clemson
5 1-2
Houston Columbia - Harvard
Detroit
6
Atlanta Cornell - Penn
Cincinnat~
9
Texas Dartmouth - Princeton
Cleveland
Minnesota Ohio State - lllinois
Chicago
Chicago
Milwaukee North Carolina - Kentucky
7 1-2
Montreal
Kansas City Syracuse - Navy
Nov 1
Through these new North Carolina State - Wake Forest
divisions, not only will new Oklahoma State - VPI
4
rivalri es be formed; but if Penn State - Army
17
Nov 3
16
Yale - Brown
Oklahoma - Texas
21
Nov 5
6 1-2
Mississippi - Georgia
Indiana - Wisconsin
1.
Purdue - Minnesota
121-2
Nov 17
14
Arkansas - Baylor
13
Colorado - Iowa State
]4
UCLA - Oregon State
1
Oregon - Washington State
Stanford - Washington
3
.. 8 0>1 1689-Brvant C"",pus - Smithfie ld. R.I. 02917
7
Tulane - Miami
Discounts to
member s
LSU - Au burn
J.- 1-2
13
Florida - Mississippi State
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Bryant Run ners Find Tough

Girls Make It Seem Like The Olympics

Going In Recent Meets
by Alan Temkin
T he B r y a n t
Cross-Country Team went up
against its toughest test of
the season. The Indians ran
against Brown, URI, and
rovidence College on
\.II:::;UClY, October 10, 1972
at Kingston, Rhode Island. The course record for t h e
meet was s t by Flanders and
owe of N o r t beastern at
:51.
T he r ss-coun try race
was won by Smith with a
time of 24:4 2; t here was a
sec ond -p l a c e tie between
Far l ey a nd Swar t f rom
Providence College at 25 :05 ;
fou rth p la c e was held by
T hom as of Brown at 25:10;
a n d Grundy came in fifth
with a time of 25 :105. The
first Bryant finisher was Dave
Stone , wbo came in
twenty-s a n d with a time of
26: 57.
The Bryant team had a
very difficult time in
conquerring these teams,
because of the great depth of
the op'posing runn~rs .
The time and place of
the other members of the
B r y a n t College
Cross-Country Team are as
f o llows: 25th--Steve Olson-2 7: 07; 31st--Richard
C o llard--28:24; 33rd--Bob
K ashm a n ia n --29:52;
34 th --John Dross--30:06;
3 5th--Mike·-30:51; 36th--Tim
Bannine--31 :15; and George
Huley--34: 38. The final score
was Providence College, 21;
U RI , 4 7 ; Brown, 62; and
Bryant, 117.

Th e B r y a n t
Cross- Co u ntr y T e a m
involved in its third meet of
the year. The cross-country
m e et was beld on Friday,
Oc t obe r 6, 1 972, at
Lowell-Dacut State Forest.
The weather was p a rtly
cloudy and 0 0 1, which gave
the ru DDers ideal conditions
f o r t h i s m ee t. T I e
cross -coun try race was won
b y Jim Roberts of Lowell
Technological Institute with
a time of 27 :30. Fowler of
Worcester Politech came in
second with a time of 27:36,
Briggs of Worcester Politech
came in third with a time of
27:49; Murch of Worcester
Poli tech came in fourth at
27: 55 , and Dave Stone of
Bryant finished fifth with a
time of 28:01.
The time and place of
the other members of the
Bryant runners are as
follows: eighth--Steve0Ison- - 28: 20; si x teenthRichard Collard --29:15;
seventeenth--Paul
Buczak--29:25;
twenty-fourth-- J ohn
Dross- - 30:37 ; thirty fir st--Tim Banning-- 31:55;
thirty-fourth--Mike
Riley--32:53; thirty-seventh-G e orge Huley·-35 :56; and
thirty-ninth--Gary
Squires--39 : 14. The final
score wa s Worcest e r
Politechnic Insti t ute, 25;
Lowel T e chnological
Institute, 46; and Bryant
College, 61.

Intramural
Football
Standings
By Michael Kata
FRATS
Division A
TKE
De lta Sig
Phi Sig
PEP

Won
5
3
2
0

Lost
0
2
4
6

Tie
1
0
0
0

Pts.
11
6

4
0

Division B
KT
TE

BEX
TEP

5
2
2
1

0
2
2

4

1
2
1
1

11
6

5
3

INDEPENDENTS
Raiders
Ve t e rans
Fres hman
Top Of The Twe lfth

3
3
2

Dorm 5
Dorm 10

1
2
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
I
3

0

4

Bola's Bes t
Degenerates
13 Gan g
Trojans
BAMF's
Thunders Thumners

2

0
0
1
1
3
0
1
0
0
2
0
0

6
6

5
5
5

Phi-Up all pro volley ball chicks make a stab at another victory.

On Thur sday SIX-B
played Independent Grimes.
Si x - B w on the first match
15-6. ' T hey sh owed good
t e a mw o r k . G r ime s

dominated the whole second
match and finally won it
15-5, SIX B won the third
match 15-8 , Grimes was
winning, but SIX-B came
from behind for their first
spectaculor victory.
The second game was
between Delvaros and
Independent Berk. Delvaros
won the first match 15-4.
Monica Luce did a find job
serving seven in a row .
The s econd a nd third
matches were w on by
Independent Berk 11-0 and
15-5. Carol Ehrlich and Ester
Faiman played good for
Independent Berk, especially
on serves.
SIX and SLT played the
third set of matches. SIX
dominated the whole first
match and 15-3. In a very
close second match, SL T was
ic t Ii u 15 -13 . D e n ise
H n ba k 10 0 ked good for

From Page 13 WILLIAMS
baseball has become to much
lik e big business . Team
owners are out just to make a
lousy buck regardless of how
the players, managers, and
fans feel. These owners have
ex
p anded
their from
le a gues,
moved
their teams
city

The S w i m Tea m is
All students interested
havin g tim e tri a ls on the Red C ross First
Saturday , October 14 at Course stop by studen
2:30. Anyone interested in ac t i v i ties office or Mr.
helping out or just coming to Sussman's office and ign up.
watch is welcome. (Please (This course is one of
your shoes in the locker pre r e qui sit e s for the
room). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lifesaving
_ _ _ _certificate).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _. ,

On Wednesday, October
4, SIB and APK played the
first game. SIB won the first
match 15-13. SIB had a big
lead, but APK's Cheryl Lasky
s c ored all 13 points on
serves. Susan Ricci served the
whole second match to win
the second match for SIB
11-0.
Independent 9 and Phi
p played the se a nd game.
Independent 9 won both the
first match , 15-5 and the
second match, 15-12.
The third set of matches
was played between BSO and
GDI. BSO w on the first
match 15-4, but the strong
GDI team won the next two
matches 15-10 and 15-4.

2
2
0
0

On Tuesday, October 10,
SIB played BSO at 3:45. SIB
won the first two matches
15 -7 and 15-6. In the first
match " Sleeze" Barter got 8
points for SIB. Pauline
Riendeau did a good job on
her debut on the volley ball
field. Doreen Quinn did an
outstanding job for BSO. SIB
is the first successful team
this year to win 6 games in a
row .
Inde p enden t 9 and
SIX-B played at 4 :1 5. SIX-B
wo n t he first match 15-1.
In d ependen t 9 won the
second m atch 16-14. It was a
very close mat h . IX·B won
the third m t b 1 5-6 . This
was the fir s t 10
for t he
Independent 9 teanl .

~_...:....

to city, promoted wild give
aways, etc. People are finding
out quickly now, and
attendance will not get any
better. At his news
conference, Williams said he
R.\",
had learned alot about
I],b\J
base ball and the American
League in the last four years.
I wonder how much of that
knowledge Ted Williams will Open
want to retain in .the future. "t.

RICCOn)
APPLE V ALLEY MALL

;.~;';Ol Al .AnJ c,/J~.."..
5 Minutes

Attention !!
B as ketball P ractic Starts
Sunday 7 :00 p . m. Any
interested candidat.e may
come o u t for practice.
Anybody wishing to be a
manager hould come at this

F

'C

rom

ampus

~.

it'~<

Till 12:00 Every Night 231-963 9

---- -!"! ! ""--__

4
3
2

SLT. SIX bounced back
strong as Ann Adams shut
out SLT 11-0 in the third
match.

TH

-"'"'B""""''''''!'!!!!'''''!'''~~~~__--~:=-''-'1

APPL

RTS. 44 & 5 - GREE NVILLE

Top Hit LP's

Tapes
45's
Head hop Supplies Too

3.99
5.29
.79
Hours: 10-6 Daily

-

F ANTASMA PRODUCTIONS AND WPRO
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE BRYANT STUDENT SENATE
•

~1tu&et

•

BRYANT FALL WEEKEND 1972 Friday, Oct. 13th

Saturday, Oct. 14th-

I

. . . ' . .-

I",

•

c end e rl

a ne H
l

AND LF
8:00 p.m.
BRYANT GYM

•

A D R 0
8:00 p.m.
RYANT GYM

•

•
SUNDA y, OCTOBER 15

NEW ENGLAND FOLK CONCERT
BRYANT ROTUNDA .2:30 P. M.

•

BRY ANT COLLEGE, SMITHFIELD, R. I.
INFORMATION (401) 231-1200 EXT. 316

.-.

$7.00 PASS FOR A L L WEEKE ND SHOWS
$4.00 SI NGLE TICKET FFtI DAY NIGHT
$4.00 SINGLE T ICKET SATU RDA Y NIGHT
$ .75 SINGLE T ICKET SUNDAY

* SPECI AL $6.00 BRYANT STUDE TS
PASS FOR ALL WEE K END.

So l d Un t il Din ner

•••

•

D IRECTIO 5
95 NORTH TO 146 NORTH TO 1-16 SOUTH TO 7 A
NORTH.
-

• • •
TICKET OUTLETS:
ALL LADD 'S MUSIC STORES, BO VI'S
MUSIC, BRYA NT R OTUNDA & SE ATE,
ROGER U'IL LIAMS COLL E GE, R HODE
ISLAND COLLEGE, A ND PRO VIDENCE
COL LEGE.

